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i n t roduc t ion

i n t roduc t ion
Two firms, DPZ and SFCS,
put together a design team and
began working on this study in
mid-summer of 2005. The process
officially started with the team
conducting the first charrette on
the upper floor of the City Market
Building from Saturday, October
1, through Friday, October 7, 2005.
Many of the ideas within this study
came directly from this weeklong
series of discussions.
The design process used is called
a charrette, which is another name
for a comprehensive workshop.
A series of group meetings were
conducted each day. One-on-one
meetings were held with the many
individuals who visited the meeting
room.
A big part of the charrette was
utilizing an on-site design studio
outfitted with tables and drafting
boards. It was housed in the same
space used for meetings. A charrette
is not the usual design or planning
process whereby consultants come
and listen to all the ideas, only to
go back to their offices and develop
those ideas in a vacuum. When those
consultants return several weeks
later to unveil their solution, it is for
the most part wrong. That means
the consultants must go back to their

offices to begin a seemingly neverending cycle of revisions.
Working through the charrette
process is different in every case and
immediately rewarding. In the case
of the City Market study, a number
of nationally known planning
experts assembled in the studio to
begin work. The design team hit the
ground running, beginning to draw,
plan and design right away.
The farmers, City Market
Building vendors and City of
Roanoke representatives worked right
alongside giving the team new ideas
to test. The team used reality tests
to effect lasting solutions as ideas
evolved. Along the way, sketches of
new ideas were pinned up as they
were discovered for all to see.
Even though the proposed
solution sometimes seemed wrong
at the first session, eventually it
would be adjusted since the charrette
participants take ownership of the
ideas. In fact, user groups themselves
provided many of the ideas. Such
mid-course corrections are important
since good ideas tend to rise to the
top while the not-so-great ideas tend
to fall by the wayside.
The charrette process is
foolproof; the end users always
demand that solutions work. The
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design team continues to work to
get it right! There is an advantage
to using the charrette process in
lieu of just giving lip service to it:
when an idea is presented, it can be
immediately tested. Someone might
have an outlandish idea, but it is not
discarded. It is taken through a real
process of testing. One of the best
elements of this study emerged from
the whimsical idea of the Spanish
Steps.
Creativity is very fragile; it
requires an optimistic attitude
to nurture creative thoughts into
life. For that reason, the design
team focused on being very openminded during the charrettes and
in all meetings. DPZ and SFCS
assembled a design team that wanted
to hear what constituents had to say.
Through consensus, the best ideas
were discovered and included in the
following document.
On the last day of the first
charrette, there was an organized
presentation of ideas that were
gathered from many people,
especially City Market customers,
vendors, farmers and staff. This
booklet organizes and illustrates
these ideas further with supporting
data, costs and implementation
strategies.

Farmers, City Market Building vendors and City of Roanoke representatives worked
with the design team to develop plans for the City Market.

CITY MARKET
R O A N O K E, V I R G I N I A

INTRODUCTION

C I T Y M A R K E T R O A N O K E, V I R G I N I A

I n troduction

H istoric Con t e x t
Very generous people brought in their
historical images of the City Market and of
downtown Roanoke. The design team studied
the images carefully as they anticipated finding
new solutions using historical precedents.
One member of the design team, Tom
Low, is a native of Roanoke; he grew up here.
That fact provided two unique perspectives.
First, having lived in Roanoke, Low knew
the importance of the City Market area to the
region. Second, his work with DPZ in other
regions provides him a national perspective.
Low grew up in Roanoke during the worst time
for the City Market; its downfall was a firsthand experience for him. The City Market hit
bottom in the early 1970’s, yet it began a rebirth
during Design ’79.
Clearly, the City Market has a long history.
It has always been the heart and soul of the
Roanoke Valley. From its beginnings to
the present time, it was clearly defined by a
renowned public square affectionately referred
to as Market Square. Very old pictures show the
original market building located asymmetrically
in the Square. These images informed the study
and provided historical context.
The early City Market area was a downtown
community with a variety of housing, public
buildings, offices, and mixed-use retail;
factories were nearby. Obviously, the railroad
remains a big part of the development of this
area. During the charrette process, some people
said that since a major change has not occurred
Continued

Historic lithograph of City Market Area, 1891
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since the Design 79 workshop, change
in the City Market is perceived as
unwanted or difficult. In fact, the entire
City Market district has continuously
evolved over a long period of time.
It has been discovered that an
exciting planning process happened
in Roanoke in 1907. A now famous
planner, John Nolen, came to study
Roanoke just like the DPZ and
SFCS team has done since October
2005. Nolen’s work was the subject
of an international conference held
in Charlotte last year. During the
conference, one participant noted that
Nolen prepared two comprehensive
plans for Roanoke. The first was
completed in 1907 and the second
in 1928. The first of Nolen’s plans,
the Roanoke Comprehensive Plan of
1907, was celebrated as the very first,
professional comprehensive plan in
the country. This is an amazing fact
and certainly worth noting. From
that perspective, Roanoke is a very
important city. It is the beginning of
the whole idea of planning cities by
professionals.
John Nolen applied a whole series
of techniques to reinforce the structure
of the city; his 1907 and 1928 reports
highlight his recommendations. He
thought that instead of Roanoke
becoming a bigger city, it should
become a city of strong
Continued
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Neighborhood Parks, 1928 Re-Planning Roanoke Report

I n troduction

Neighborhood Schools, 1928 Re-Planning Roanoke Report
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neighborhoods. One of the things
Nolen did for Roanoke was to
identify a framework for planning
based on a series of walkable
compact neighborhoods. Everything
Roanoke’s citizens needed to meet
their daily needs was included in
each neighborhood commercial
center. Every neighborhood
had a series of parks, open space
and schools. An elementary school
anchored every neighborhood;
examples are Raleigh Court and
Crystal Springs.
Historic lithographs show
the area around the main square
of Roanoke as the very first
neighborhood. One of the things
that people across the country are
rediscovering is downtown living;
they are making downtown their
neighborhood. Now people are
moving back to this region, and they
want to live in downtown Roanoke
again. This reinforces Nolen’s vision
of community.
Today, downtown Roanoke
needs a variety of businesses, such
as grocery stores and dry cleaners,
to provide residents with goods and
services to meet their daily needs.
That is perhaps the first step towards
making downtown Roanoke a real
neighborhood again. One valid goal
is to instill in people the desire to

live, work and play in the revitalized
downtown neighborhood.
A favorite photograph of
downtown Roanoke is from John
Nolen’s 1928 report; it was taken in
the 1920’s. The photograph shows
the City Market Building, the City
Market Square and Market Street.
It clearly shows the city blocks of
downtown covered with buildings.
There were no surface parking lots.
There were no vacant lots. This
was Roanoke in one of its heydays.
Positive pressure applied by the
compact development forced energy
into the designated public open
spaces. It was a very vibrant place
at a very vibrant time. It could be
compared to a dense medieval city
in Europe; there, discovering a little
hidden plaza or piazza enhances a
stroll through a maze of buildings.
Those public spaces are filled
with abundant community life
because people are compelled to
use the open space; there is really
nowhere else to go. Life’s events
were happening in these public
places over a long period of time; it
was a model of urban life. This kind
of energy is a desirable goal. It is a
good reason to continue the quest
of remaking the City Market into a
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Early 20th century aerial view of City Market Area

Continued
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place with more energy.
With the advent of suburbia and suburban
shopping malls, people began to get in their cars
and drive everywhere. It was no longer
convenient to live in the downtown Roanoke.
Because of this decline, some of the downtown
buildings were razed during the era of urban
renewal. Other buildings were demolished
when surface parking became more of a profit
producer than the leasing of building space.
Downtown Roanoke started to function less
coherently because of that type of degeneration.
This study attempts to define a method to
reintroduce and reinforce the good urbanism
found when the City Market worked best.
Part of that task is to modernize it for today’s
citizens.
It is interesting to see how the actual City
Market Square has evolved. It has always been
a place full of energy. It has always been a
parking lot. Wagons, carts, cars and trucks
from every era brought produce to be sold at
the Market Square. The old photographs tell the
whole story.
The City Market Square has always been
full of people too. Over time, it has maintained
an important balanced existence in the physical
realm of downtown Roanoke.
In the 1960’s, the City Market area slipped
into a decline. New suburban shopping centers
built on the outskirts of downtown were closer
to new housing developments. It was difficult for
the City Market shopping district and downtown
Roanoke to compete with that style of retail
development. Downtown retailers responded
by attempting to emulate suburban shopping
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Early Market

1915

1936

1950s

1960s

1970s

centers. The City brought in boxy Plexiglas and
steel canopies that were built in the middle of
City Market Square as bus shelters. By the mid
1970’s, the City Market area was hitting a low
point in its decline. The bus shelters looked
like alien fixtures in City Market Square; they
epitomized the bad ideas that emerged during
this time in history.
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I ntroduction

De sign ’79
Fortunately, in 1979 the City of
Roanoke hired a famous planning group,
led by architect Charles Moore. This
group teamed up with a member of the
current design team, Timm Jamieson, for
a now famous workshop called Design
’79. It resuscitated the patient; it brought
the City Market back to life again. It
was a phenomenal turn around for the
City Market area and a huge success for
downtown Roanoke. Implementing the
proposals took a lot of work over several
years. Today, much of the success of
downtown Roanoke is the result of
Design ’79.
Now twenty-five years later,
Jamieson is again part of a new design
team. His experience informs the design
process and adds historical context from
the accomplishments of Design ‘79.
There are extraordinary expectations;
many people believe the City Market can
be reinvented once again.
Today, the new master plan and this
study address features that have worn
out, not been maintained, or become
outdated. The Design ‘79 plan has also
been called the Disco Era Plan. And, it
is a fact that shopping malls renovate

every five to seven years to keep up
with changing trends and fashion,
usually at great expense. The Roanoke
City Market area, even with outdated,
twenty-five year old renovations, has so
much character that it still works very
well in many ways in spite of the lack
of upgrading. Now the task is to make
the City Market area more competitive,
more up-to-date and more fun.
The Design ’79 master plan model
shows the interesting improvements
that were proposed in 1979. Everything
shown in light tan represented existing
buildings; the proposed buildings were
shown in brown. Basic ideas from that
plan focused on reinforcing the market,
strengthing the axial relationship
with Elmwood Park and creating an
interesting linear open space.
The plan was very complex with an
interesting mix of buildings, hotels and
other open space improvements. The
Design ’79 team proposed the creation
of urban housing in existing surface
parking lots. In 1979, planners already
had the idea of creating downtown
housing.

Birds eye view of Design ’79 model

Model of Market Building

Continued

Plan view of model
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Study area of Design 79

Aerial of study area
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Charles Moore was a highly regarded
visionary planner and architect; his thinking
was ahead of his time. He died a few years
ago, but during Design ’79, Moore, Chad Floyd
and others in Roanoke were thinking about the
same things being studied today. Design ’79
ideas are still valid; it is a matter of taking a
second look at them.
Moore proposed the Center In The Square
Parking Garage; it has been built. The Century
Station Parking Garage on Church Street
has also been built. A huge surface parking
area was not completed. The plan shows the
many improvements that were completed as
well as some of the proposals that were not
implemented.
Moore’s master plan was very simple, yet
it was a very strong urban diagram showing
fundamental, well-grounded ideas.
The photographs show what the City
Market area looked like in 1978 or 1979 before
the canopies were built along First Street. The
very plain, blank facades along the second
block of Market Street between Church Street
and Kirk Alley are clearly visible. A conceptual
rendering illustrates the idea of bringing the
streetcar into the City Market area. It also
shows the extension of the canopy to provide
the farmers more defined space. Along Market
Street, the first photos show the canopies when
they were new. It appears that the City Market
area was working quite well. It is known that
some forty-eight to fifty different Design ’79
ideas were implemented in about three years. It
was an extraordinary achievement.
Continued
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Market Street, ca. 1970s

Rendering of Market Street from Design 79

Market Street, ca. 1980s

Market Street seen from Market Square, ca. 1980s
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Design ’79 produced a myriad of ideas.
They included a master plan for Festival
in the Park; all the plans for the new series
of music events; Century Park, the pocket
park across the street from the Fire House;
and the Center In The Square Building
with its variety of functions. The Center
In The Square Parking Garage is now
called Market Square Parking Garage and
houses the national retailer, Orvis. It is
apparent that ground floor retail works well
along Campbell Avenue. This would be
an uninviting place if it were a dark, blank
empty storefront.
The Century Station Parking Garage is
the second building the design team studied
as part of the design scope. It was actually
designed to hold three or four more floors
of some alternative use for the additional
floors. In the late 1980’s, planners imagined
that condominium housing would be the
most appropriate use. Also, the ground floor
has space reserved for retail, but it is poorly
oriented. This parking garage can become
more pedestrian friendly along the ground
floor if the corner is reorganized.

Elmwood Park

I ntroduction

Outdoor concert, Elmwood Park

Center in the Square Building

Center in the Square, atrium

Centennial Plaza

Festival in the Park

Center in the Square Parking
Garage

Century Station Parking Garage

City Market Square
City Market Square has always been the
site of the Farmers’ Market. Farmers sale
fresh regional produce in this celebrated
urban space. It is also a place where people
come to eat on special occasions; it is sort of
an open air food court at designated times.
Continued
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The City Market Building has also been
a continuous indoor market for many years.
It suffered a decline in the late 1960’s. In
1979, the idea was to emulate the festival
market places like those in Baltimore and
Miami, and to some degree, the fashionable
food courts in shopping malls. It has worked
quite well for many years. The questions for
the design team today are simple. Can the
City Market Building be better? Can it relate
to its context within the City Market area?
As for celebrations, many events in
the Market Square are quite spectacular
throughout the holiday seasons. The City
Market area is a remarkable and successful
place, but it is in need of a rebirth to give it
new life. Then the success of the City Market
will spill over into other areas of downtown
Roanoke like Jefferson Street.

Market Street retail

Center in the Square Parking Garage, Orvis store

Planning Today
In a way, the design team is looking at
the City Market area in much the same way
John Nolen looked at Roanoke many years
ago. Nolen’s vision recognized downtown
Roanoke not only as the heart and soul of
the Roanoke Valley, but also as a vibrant
downtown neighborhood that was walkable,
compact, diverse and active. Such a
community draws people to live here, work
here, and play here. The design also provides
opportunities for many visitors from all
over the country to have a great experience.
Some layers to this plan were studied
independently; some are interrelated.
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Market Building, existing interior
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GE N E R A L R E COM M E N DAT IONS

Preserv ing t h e Heritage
OBSERVATION:

The purpose of this study is to rediscover
the Roanoke City Market and to propose
improvements that will preserve its heritage.
Discussion:

During the charrette, the design team started
every meeting with the obvious concept of
putting the farmers and their market activities
first in all considerations.
The farmers have been the heart and soul of
the City Market since its inception. Making the
City Market a vibrant, successful venue is the
primary reason for this study. The longstanding
presence of the farmers is the reason this
important public place is what it is today. Across
the United States, farmer’s markets are one of
the few authentic places left where the related
activities have been in constant and continuous
operation as a market from day one. The idea
was for the design team to do everything
possible to make this fantastic kind of regional
marketplace grow into the whole being bigger
than the sum of the parts.
People across the country have rediscovered
regionalism. The era of the “three-thousand mile
Caesar salad” that is shipped in from California
is ending. Now the trend is toward growing and
marketing your apples locally and reaping the
wonderful benefits that go with regionalism.
Fortunately Roanoke has had the benefit of
this regional agricultural base in the form of the
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City Market forever. So the return to regionalism
is part of the local strategy. One of the first
things explored was to determine an effective
way to highlight the farmers and their family
history. The design team made mock-ups of a
typical farmer’s history display board. The first
attempt was based on a hypothetical farm, but it
used local images to communicate the farmer’s
message to the shopping public. When people
from other places come to the Roanoke City
Market, one could imagine that they would want
to know all about the farmers, the produce and
where it was grown.
Compare this experience with traveling in
the Carolinas, for instance, and stopping at a
roadside market on the way to the coast. You
buy what you believe are local peaches in June,
but you see semi trucks parked in the shadows.
As you drive away, you notice there are no
peach trees, and you realize that the peaches
were grown in some other part of the country.
Because the peaches were not ripe when they
were picked for shipping, they have no taste!
What Roanoke’s City Market offers is
produce usually picked the same day. Most of
the farmers in the City Market today have been
selling produce there for four generations. That
historical connection is a phenomenal draw for
customers. That makes it important to feature
the regional aspect of the City Market and make
it the corner stone of this plan.
Roanoke’s City Market area has been
recognized as one of the most authentic places in
Continued
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America. Roanoke is a city with a sense of
itself. Its citizens know that the success of Roanoke depends on the success of the City Market. Roanoke is a city with the farmer’s market
at the center of its soul.
As the charrette activities moved forward,
a farmer’s display board prototype became
an exercise using Woods’ Farms as the actual
location. The story line became the Woods’
history and the Woods’ family seemed to
embrace the fact that their story was worth
telling and was interesting to other people. As
can be seen in the images of this study, the
display board is attached to the farmer’s stall
canopy post above the produce table of Woods’
Farm. Through this simple graphic image, the
customers can see where the apples were grown
just by looking at the display board.
This is how the entire study came to be
thought about by the design team. The City
Market area should be thought about as a puzzle
with many important pieces. This study is the
assembling of all the pieces into a homogenous
work of art or perhaps a canvas. The City
Market study approaches the new design as a
whole plan or complete entity. The design team
has spent time to reach an extremely finegrained level of sensitivity; they looked at the
essence of what the City Market is all about.
Hopefully, everything that is presented herein
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General R ecommendations

reinforces this ideology.
The study is not intended to be the end
result; it is the beginning. It is a springboard to
implementation and exploration. One hopes that
the process of rediscovery continues to occur, to
reinforce what the City Market is all about. The
most easily recognized problem might be that
the City Market is just not being maintained
properly, as opposed to being in need of a
major overall. That idea is being left for further
discussion. But since it was a hallmark of
Design ‘79 and is still a hallmark today, the
Roanoke Farmer’s Market must be redesigned
to look new at least every three or four years
regardless of whether the canopy stalls are
replaced or upgraded as is.
FindingS:
The authentic regional connection of the
farmers and market vendors to the public
should be promoted and celebrated as much as
possible. That result can be easily accomplished
by displaying a plaque for each farmer and
market vendor at each stall or vending site.
Each plaque would tell each individual farmer’s
story including the regional connection. This
project is proposed to be included in the
farmer’s stall and market building improvement
projects budget.

Each farmer and market vendor will
have a plaque displayed at their stall
or vending site that tells their story,
including their connection to this
region.
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Site Bou ndary and
E x isting Bu ildings
OBSERVATION:

The City Market study area is a
perfect size for creating a compact,
walkable urban center.
Discussion:

The 5-minute walk diagram
included in the report shows the
circle around our study area to
be ¼-mile across. This means the
average person can walk from one
side of the area to the other side
within five minutes.
The market square is a 2 ½
minute walk — about 660 feet
— to anything located on the edge
of the study area. The design team
has found in numerous previous
projects, in terms of authentic
places, that people generally like
being in walkable environments. It
is now fashionable to walk, rather
than to ride and park to complete
every errand or task.
Today people will walk for
five minutes without giving it a
second thought. If, however, the
experience takes a little bit longer
or if it is not a first rate urban
experience, people are likely to

get in their cars and drive. This
investigation shows the City
Market area has a very, very
desirable pedestrian scale.
Some people interviewed in
the process of doing this study
seem to think about the greater
downtown area as being the
most important scale of study. If,
however, the goal is to make the
City of Roanoke work as an urban
destination, one must really break
it down into walkable increments
of urbanism. The City Market
needs to work first as a walkable
destination; then the rest of the City
areas will follow.
FindingS:
During the implementation of
all City Market related projects,
there must be more attention and
effort focused on the City Market
area of downtown Roanoke. It
would seem that essentially, the
City Market must work first as an
urban center. In the beginning, put
all the emphasis in that location.
Then the rest of downtown Roanoke
will follow as fruits of the labor of
redesigning the City Market area.
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Aerial pictures of the Roanoke Valley
and downtown Roanoke
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M issing Bu ildings and Gaps
OBSERVATION:

There are missing buildings
creating “gaps” in the urbanism.
Discussion:

The master plan of the study is
offered as a simple diagram to show
an overall picture of two dimensional
solids and voids. It’s really a key map
to show the many aspects of the plan
throughout the study area.
The buildings shown in the
light yellow at right are the ones that
already exist. Some of these existing
buildings are evolving like the City
Market Building and the Century
Square Parking Garage. There are
some proposed buildings shown in
orange that would be infill projects.
These proposed new structures
attempt to complete the urban fabric
of the City Market area.
The strategy is quite simple in
that new buildings are constructed
in the gaps in the urban fabric. That
provides structures for a continuum
of activity on all related streetscapes
with parking relegated to on-street
parking, lots located within buildings
and parking garages.
In the initial phases of the

charrette process, many old
photographs were inspected. It was
clear from photographs from the
1920s to the 1950s that Roanoke had
an active, solid downtown without
any gaps or holes.
The Market Square and the
Market Building worked so well then
because of all the positive pressure
put on it as the central public place.
The basic principles of supply and
demand were in control. Now the City
Market area needs to have the same
robust strength exhibited in its prime.
The City Market area is important to
the livelihood of Roanoke as a whole.
One goal of the study is to
encourage the construction of
sufficient infrastructure to foster a
lot of activity in the City Market
area. The pressure of that activity
will indicate the demand for
space, allowing for planning and
understanding of the public needs.
The evolution of the new Art
Museum is a unique opportunity to
have City Market infill development
begin as part of the process of
creating an increased demand. As the
new museum nears completion, it is
apparent that other related activities
will follow.
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Gap as a parking lot

Gap used for a park

New infill
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One project proposed in the
study is an enhanced pedestrian
bridge area. That bridge would
provide connectivity to the new
museum as well as a link to the
City Market Building. There is
talk of a boutique hotel on the
northeast corner of Jefferson and
Campbell that would continue the
infill process. Mentioned as a bit
of a dream project by a private
developer, projects like this hotel
will be constructed, just as soon as
the City Market becomes more of a
destination attraction.
The design team’s proposal
to create shops around the edges
of surface parking lots to create
activity on all City Market area
streets is also important. This idea
of infill is not a new one; it was one
of the essential parts of the Design
‘79 Plan. The idea needs to be
continually advanced as a goal.
Existing building footprint
diagrams shown in the study are
basically black and white drawings
called figure/ground relationship
drawings. Architects and planners
use these diagrams to figure out
the positive and negative aspects of
spatial relationships.
Everything shown in black
is a solid, three-dimensional
space. Everything in white is an

General R ecommendations

open, two-dimensional plane. In
the reverse of this process, all
information would be reversed to
show black as the voids and white
as the mass of existing structures.
This investigative process helps
the design team begin to understand
what is in active use versus that
which is not. This process shows
the residual open areas that aren’t
contributing to the critical mass of
downtown urbanism.
When the proposed new
construction is combined with the
mass of existing structures and
shown in black in the figure/ground
exercise, it becomes evident the
area would be more complete and
thus more urban.
This development idea, if
realized, will make City Market
Square even more an important
space with all the positive physical
pressure of activity pushing into the
Square. This is quite clear in the
finished Master Plan.
FindingS:
The sites of exposed vacant
gaps (in this case, surface parking
lots) should be used for the
construction of new mixed-use
buildings with street level retail
shops.
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Existing building footprint
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Proposed build-out
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Shop F ront Facades
OBSERVATION:

The ground floor shop front facades vary in quality and
functionality.
Discussion:

Some of the shop fronts within the study area and
throughout the downtown are vacant right now. Others may
be underutilized for non-retail uses, or they are not well
designed to promote retail activities within the space. Many
storefronts are residual uses and not necessarily true retail
such as those shops used to promote political campaigns.
The old Heironimus Department Store site has long been
empty. Such vacancies are the bane of any downtown; the
problem lacks simple solutions.
The Street Level Façade Study diagram within the
report shows how the existing shop fronts were reviewed on
the ground floor in terms of their aesthetic quality. Retailers
understand that the public wants to be constantly entertained
when shopping. Potential customers want to see beautiful
shops with beautiful displays.
The storefronts in the study area were actually ranked
from not so great to fair to best. These kinds of exercises
helped the design team study the area, conceptualize
solutions to the area’s problems, and better understand the
nature of Roanoke and its existing building stock.
Finding:
The team recommends that Roanoke create a façade
improvement program to provide a design kit-of-parts to
existing and potential building owners and tenants.
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The ground floor shop front facades vary in quality
and functionality.
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Par k ing cou nt and grou nd f loor square f ootage
OBSERVATION:

There is sufficient parking to meet the
needs of the existing amount of ground
floor commercial space but it is hard to
find.
Discussion:

Roanoke City Market is a very
real commercial area served by real
businesses. It is a real development center
that can serve as a powerful economic
engine. The design team created two main
study drawings to measure the available
commercial square footage and the
available parking to find out if the two are
in balance.
The team discovered, when referring
to the footprint of existing buildings
downtown, that this study area has quite
a bit of usable square footage available
for lease. When the square footage
was measured, the team found there is
approximately 453,000 square feet of
existing commercial space. That is about
the size of the first floor space of Valley
View Mall, which is a huge, spread out
amount of commercial space with little
urban charm or no special sense of place.
In the case of the City Market, the
area is extremely compact and very
walkable. One can compare the City

Market area to a managed shopping
mall because of its utilization of space.
The same principles being applied to the
management of Valley View Mall can be
applied in Roanoke’s City Market area.
One could envision local citizens and
visitors to the region strolling through
the City Market area to enjoy the urban
experience of both big anchor stores and
junior anchor stores, separated by small
specialty shops.
Even the City Market Building food
court is a comparative element to the
Valley View Mall environment. This kind
of comparison is useful to determine how
to manage and promote the City Market as
a unique, regional attraction.
Parking is the most controversial
aspect of any urban planning project,
and is especially problematic for this
one. To provide a continuous urbane
retail experience, newly constructed infill
structures must replace surface parking
lots, in spite of the fact that those parking
spaces are so vitally needed. The design
team actually measured every existing onstreet parking space, surface lot space, and
single parking garage space.
The Parking Count Analysis shows
there are roughly 1,500 parking spaces
available within close proximity to the
City Market. A ratio analysis was done
to determine whether there are enough
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parking spaces within the study area.
The ratio analysis, one pro forma study
developers use to determine the viability
of a project, establishes the correct
balance of parking between three or
four parking spaces per thousand square
feet. At this time, there are 3.2 parking
spaces per thousand square feet. As the
developers would say, “The City Market is
well parked.”
So it can be said that the perceived
parking problem simply does not exist.
Some shoppers, however, might not
think so, since some of the parking is
tucked away from view or perceived
as not convenient to the easy coming
and goings of market commerce. The
designers realize that as development
takes place, planners and developers will
assert that shoppers feel parking should
not be reduced in the City Market area but
provided in alternative nearby locations.
FindingS:
Better signage and access is needed
to direct shoppers to available parking
spaces. The City Market area should be
promoted as a “park once for all your
shopping” destination. Additional parking
garages should be encouraged as part of
new infill development.

There are approximalely 1,500 parking spaces in the City Market area.
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Par k ing cou nt
and grou nd
f loor square
f ootage
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F ran k lin Road A rea
OBSERVATION:

Findings:

The area between the City
Market study area and nearby
Elmwood Park (which has suburban
office buildings developed in the
1970’s and 1980’s) does not feel
like downtown Roanoke.

The Franklin Road corridor
is another area adjacent to the
designated project study area that
needs further review. Solutions
to problems caused by the 1960’s
urban redevelopment are not easy
ones. Cities throughout the United
States have similar problems.
The sheer size and scale of large
suburban structures dropped into
a city grid prevent those structures
from being good urban neighbors.
One solution provided in
the study shows how edge
development could be developed
along the Norfolk Southern railroad
headquarters building.
Although this is one of the nicer
landscaped areas in the Roanoke, in
order to make the city more urban
and less suburban, transformations
such as edge or liner development
are important.

Discussion:

Buildings developed in this
area, born out of the 1960’s
Federal Urban Renewal process
and funded by UDAG grants, are
now considered anti-urban object
buildings and plazas. They are
suburban structures in their style of
architecture.
The buildings tend to turn
their backs to the street, presenting
blank walls to very wide suburban
thoroughfare streets. The blank
walls and the wide, impassable
streets keep some pedestrians from
walking to Elmwood Park; many
don’t feel comfortable walking
south beyond the Norfolk Southern
building.
Unlike the City Market, this area
is just not an interesting place to be;
it is not an inviting urban place.
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Franklin Road, looking west

Blank facades along Franklin Road

Uninviting urban spaces along Franklin Road

Uninteresting walkway between Elmwood Park and Market
Street
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Junior Anchor

M erc h andizing Plan
A Merchandizing Plan will help the
local commercial real estate industry
attract the right tenants.
Discussion:

Specialty Shops, Neighborhood Retail,
Restaurant, and Institutional/Bank
Farmers
Parking Deck
Civic
Retail / Shopping Loop
5-Minute Walk Diameter
loop B

The design team created a simple
Merchandizing Plan diagram to help
reinforce the benefits of creating
a well-known destination. The
Merchandizing Plan shows the existing
and proposed junior anchors located
around the edges of the area.
The City Market Building and
Market Square are central to the two
walking loops envisioned for the
area. The Phase I Loop extends west
to Jefferson Street and the Phase II
Loop extends east to Williamson
Road. Much like a meander path in a
shopping mall, these loop pathways
show how people could use the area.
Now people in Market Square walk
down Market Street. Upon arriving
at Church Avenue, they begin to lose
interest mainly because the density of
development declines. When people
arrive at the corner of Market Street
and Church Avenue looking toward
the Century Station Parking Garage,
they see a car entrance ramp and empty

shops. They look down Church Avenue
in both directions and see little of
interest. Then they realize there isn’t
much left to do. At that point, they tend
to turn around, go back to their cars
and leave the City Market area. The
experience of a vibrant marketplace is
especially limited in this area.
It would be desirable for the
shopper to walk down to this same
intersection (Market and Church) and
say, “Wow! There is activity both east
and west on Church. I need to keep
going!” So when the Phase I loop
is complete, Jefferson Street will be
connected and, hence, a viable part of
the City Market area.
Next, the Phase II walking loop
along Williamson Road is made a
part of the development. Imagine
Williamson Road being a place
where people want to hang out, shop,
go to movies, or dine. It has to be
transformed from a four-lane highway,
which it is now, into a proper urban
boulevard with street activity and
vitality.

loop A

OBSERVATION:

Mini-Anchor
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Finding:
Use the Merchandizing Plan to
attract the right tenants to the right
locations.

5 - Minute Walk
0’
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F inding more anchors
OBSERVATION:

The City Market area needs more
anchors.
Discussion:

From a very pragmatic
development point of view, the
composition of retailers within the
City Market area should include not
only lots of small-scale specialty
shops, but also large anchors to create
the draw for citizens and visitors.
In the case of the City Market
area, the Market Building has been
a mainstay forever; it appears it will
continue to be. It is exciting that a
new anchor is coming in the form of
the new Western Virginia Art Museum
previously mentioned.
Consultants in the retail
development industry tend to call
such attractions junior anchors, as
opposed to a large anchor like a WalMart. A junior anchor is considered
a big building in a smaller city like
Roanoke, or it is a building that
contains a vital area attraction like the
Market Building.
So the City Market area will
have two viable anchors within
a short period of time. There are

other locations where anchors make
sense and have a reasonable chance
at being realized. For example, the
old Heironimus Building is on the
edge of the City Market area. With
careful programming and use, this
building, although essentially out of
the development area, could become
a viable junior anchor. That transition
would bring the City Market area
closer to Jefferson Street in density
and relationship.
In fact, the Century Station
Parking Garage is right at the end
of Market Street. If the ground floor
commercial area becomes leased
and commercially active, it will be
another anchor of sorts. (This project
will be discussed in detail later in
this report). Another potential junior
anchor site is located at the corner of
Williamson Road and Church Avenue,
again at the edge of the study area.
Through the charrette process and
analysis, the design team discovered
it would make sense to consider the
location at the corner of Campbell
Avenue and Jefferson Street across
from the bank tower for another
junior anchor. The parking lot that
is now used for the chili cook-off
festival is an ideal location for an
additional parking garage to serve
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the City Market area as well as the
downtown commercial area along
Jefferson Street.
It is evident as the Master Plan is
reviewed that there’s a relationship
between all that can happen within
three hundred feet of each of the
junior anchors. It is known from
previous studies and projects, people
will walk about three hundred feet
before they begin to lose interest. In
order for them to be drawn further,
they need an attraction to pull or draw
them in.
Putting an anchor tenant in the
base of Century Station Parking
Garage is a very important aspect of
the Master Plan. It would allow the
City Market to extend to other areas
of downtown.

Fountain Square with remodeled Century Station Parking Garage

FINDING:
Attract desired junior anchor
tenants collectively using the
Merchandizing Plan (see previous
page) to advertise and market the
entire City Market area as a shopping
and tourist destination.
Church Avenue looking towards Williamson Road – terminated by proposed Cineplex
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becoming a “ par k once ” destination
OBSERVATION:

The City Market area will become a “park
once” destination.
Discussion:

When redevelopment starts filling in
the gaps in the urban fabric, and all the new
and existing pieces of the City Market start
complimenting each other, the City Market
area will clearly become a regional destination.
Visitors will know there will be plenty to do in
Roanoke; they will not get bored while in the
city.
Just as citizens of Roanoke drive to
Asheville and D. C. for the weekend, people
will drive from Charlotte, D. C., and Richmond
just to visit and experience the Roanoke City
Market area. Visitors will learn that there is
enough to do here to fill a day or a weekend.
All redevelopment actions taken should
reinforce that goal by creating a continuous
shopping experience, active open spaces,
vibrant streetscapes and special cultural venues.
Building on the foundation of the success of
the Farmers’ Market makes redevelopment as
a tourist destination a viable and worthwhile
goal.
The City Market area will also become
something known in retail/business terms as
a “park once” destination. That means when
people decide to come to the City Market,
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they’ll think in terms of shopping in this entire
area. They will park wherever they find a space
knowing they are within a certain walking
distance from all desired destinations.
Generally, most people pick out their
favorite parking spot on their first trip to the
area. Perhaps it is one particular parking garage
or a parallel parking space along Campbell
Avenue. That parking philosophy is directly
opposite that of people who say, “I need to pick
up a bag of apples. I know I can drive up next
to the guy who provides curb service. There
is even ten minutes free parking next to his
market stall.” In that scenario, the customer
purchases a bag of apples without ever getting
out of the car and immediately leaves the City
Market again.
Some customers may want that limited style
of shopping, but it is not necessarily the kind
of experience to be promoted. That particular
shopping experience eliminates the synergy
of cross shopping at other farmers’ stalls. It
prevents customers from strolling through the
entire marketplace.
Experiencing the entire City Market area
is very important to the success of downtown
Roanoke.

Experiencing the entire City Market area is important to the
success of the overall area.

FINDING:
Reinforce “park once” extended shopping
over the “drive-thru only one farmer’s stall”
shopping.
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K I R K A L L EY
Kirk Alley from Jefferson Street
to Market Street could be a special
intimate arts enclave.
Discussion:

Kirk Alley is a unique in that
people working downtown consider it
a walking street, an intimate shortcut.
The design team wanted to see if
tinkering with Kirk Alley just a bit
without making it too homogenized
would make this experience even
better.
The proposal was to extend
public areas into the existing parking
lot behind the Lunsford Insurance
building as part of its expansion and
redevelopment. This would provide
an expansive lawn area for people
watching rock climbers rappelling
down the back wall of Mill Mountain
Theatre. Another option is to use the
area for an intimate art film festival
by projecting films on the blank wall.
The idea is not to make Kirk Alley a
big space, but to give it a charming
European quality.
Subsequent meetings with the
property owners yielded little hope
for the success of this idea. The

design team, however, believes the
idea should be open to consideration
since the surrounding commercial
property is underutilized. It would
appear to be only a matter of time
before redevelopment transforms these
buildings.
There is also an idea for retaining
the little landscaped lot at the Chamber
of Commerce. The design team
proposes to screen the blank wall of the
City Market Square Parking Garage
by constructing a building for a small
restaurant similar to the one at Paley
Park in New York. Then the existing
landscaped park could be redesigned
to become more of a tree-shaded urban
plaza for dining instead of a suburban
landscape with shrubs and walking
paths.

Center in the
Square Parking
Garage

Restaurant

Kirk Alley could become a special intimate arts
enclave.

Theatre
Restaurant
Kirk Alley

Outdoor
film
lawn

Lunsford
Insurance

Black Box
Theatre

Arts
Council

Restaurant

FindingS:

The small pocket park at the corner of Jefferson
Street and Kirk Alley should be more of an urban
plaza where people can gather.

• Expand Century Plaza into the
parking lot behind Lunsford
Insurance to create a multi-use lawn
area. This can be studied as part of
a redevelopment program for the
building in the future.
• Renovate the pocket park at
Jefferson Street and Kirk Alley as
an urban plaza with a small building
for active retail (restaurant) masking
the blank wall of the parking garage.

If the large wall was taken out, the parking lot
could be converted into an extension of the plaza
and become an outdoor seating lawn to watch
movies projected on the side of the building.
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Lobby and
Gallery

Art Gallery Space

OBSERVATION:

Diagram of Use

Existing handicap ramp and stairs into the
plaza could become more graceful as small,
full length steps that also serve as seating.
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pu blic art
OBSERVATION:

The City Market area is an ideal
location for public art.
Discussion:

The importance of public art in the
City Market area became apparent during
and subsequent to the charrette. Clearly, it
is very important to avoid the type of art
found plopped into suburban environments.
Even more significant, funds for public art
should not be spent to mask mistakes like
blank walls and ugly vistas.
Ideally, public art projects need to
proactively engage the arts community
from the beginning of the revitalization
process. Then public art can be seamlessly
integrated into the redevelopment program.
It is important to involve many artists
during the design process. Then the artwork
will be conceived simultaneously with the
architecture and urbanism.
If public art, architecture and urbanism
share their conception, the three can more
than triple the enhancement of the overall
experience of the City Market area.
Finding:
Be proactive when incorporating public
art into the redevelopment program.
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Public art comes in many forms.
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1. Market Building
2. Century Station Parking Garage

CITY MARKET
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4. Market Stall Canopies
Williamson Road

Market Street

Norfolk Avenue

Wall Street

Market Street

Salem Avenue

Campbell Avenue

Kirk Alley

5. Streetscape Improvements and Paving
6. Williamson Road Development
7. Stepped Plaza
8. Jefferson Street
9. Public Enthusiasm!

Market Street

Jefferson Street
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CITY Market
Building
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C I T Y M A R K E T BU I L DI NG

C I T Y M A R K E T BU I L DI NG
OBSERVATION:

The City Market Building needs a major
renovation. It needs to be updated, modernized
and celebrated with active tenant leases. Its space
utilization needs to be turned inside out.
Discussion:

The City Market Building is Roanoke’s Gem! Top
photograph, the exterior. Above, the top floor.
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Today, the City Market Building is poorly
maintained, somewhat out-of-date and configured
like a food court in a suburban shopping mall. That
building configuration worked very well twentyfive years ago when festival market places were
considered the coolest place to be, but it is no longer
a special place because it has not changed with the
times.
Today people want to hang out at sidewalk cafes
and to people watch. On entering the building, they
want to experience a traditional market place. Right
now, the City Market Building is just a dark food
court. Between the burned out lights that outline
the exterior of the building and the visible disrepair,
the message being sent to visitors and the citizens
of Roanoke is that nobody cares about the fate of
the building. That needs to change. This building is
Roanoke’s gem!
The first idea put forth by the design team to
provide an immediate improvement to the City
Market Building is to celebrate the high ceilings
again by providing enhanced lighting to show off the
pressed tin ceiling. The design team actually took
studio floodlights down to the mezzanine and turned

them on the ceiling. Immediately everyone involved
could see how this simple improvement could make a
tremendous difference in the space.
Sometimes it is a lot about the impression of the
space that makes the use of the space more inviting
and forthcoming. Lighting improvement is something
that could be done right away in terms of getting
people motivated for changes in the City Market
Building; it would signal that more is yet to come.
One of the things being proposed is to turn the
space utilization of the City Market Building inside
out. The latest design scheme features taking the
interior tables in the food court and putting them
along the periphery of the building. Then the interior
food court could be turned into an expanded area for
new building tenants.
Redesigning the City Market Building would
positively transform its functionality in two ways.
First, starting at the Campbell Avenue entrance,
the public would walk in and the elevator would be
located to the right. It is well known that the food
court has good food and is an active place to hang
out, but the interior is dated and dark. It is now just
a matter of creating a different type of environment.
Instead of tables for eating in the food court, the
interior will have additional market vendors, perhaps
even a grocery. Once the inside becomes an expanded
market space instead of a food court, all seating areas
will be located in side bays on the exterior of the
building. Patrons can sit down and have a nice meal
looking out on the sidewalk activity and to views
beyond the building. This can all happen in

Shining floodlights on the ceiling
showed that the current dark Market
Building food court, above, would
be improved considerably just by
enhancing the lights.
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the bays opening out into the
street. The outdoor café tables
can even spill onto the sidewalk,
beyond the existing openings.
The interior can be used as an
expanded area for new market
vendors who could provide an
expanded range of daily needs.
Perhaps one vendor would sell
select groceries for the growing
downtown residential population.
As proposed by the design
team, this idea is a very simple
solution. It is simply the process
of turning the City Market
Building inside out. This idea
came out of meetings with the
vendors; it has also been tested
with the restaurateurs, the other
shop owners, tenants and people
located in the area. The consensus
is that it’s a good idea. Everyone
seems to see the value in terms
of how they would all benefit.
Additional bathrooms on the first
floor are also included in the plan.
On the perimeter of the
ground floor in each bay,
operable doors and windows are
proposed to permit the seating
bays to transform from open-air
use during warmer seasons to
enclosed but visible places during
colder seasons. To some degree,
the proposed design returns to the
original configuration of the
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Ground floor plan of Market Building

Mezzanine floor plan of Market Building

Second floor plan of Market Building
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Clockwise from top: location of view,
the remodeled City Market Building,
current building.
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building. Then the City Market
building had heavyweight
industrial type overhead doors
closing off the market bays
when the bays were not in use.
What the design team would
like to consider is a return to
the original idea, but with the
new doors being glass. The
new doors could be glass rollup
doors that disappear when rolled
up to open the bay. An alternate
solution would be a series of
french doors that fold against
the adjoining walls. Either
solution would work and allow
patrons to feel they are in an
outdoor cafe.
The health inspector
explained that the tavern located
on the southwest corner of the
City Market Building could not
open the doors into their dining
room because it would be a
violation of the health code.
The rationale is that opening the
doors allows flies to penetrate
into the food preparation
areas. If, however, the food
preparation area is separated
from the dining area with doors,
then the dining area can open
up for al fresco dining. This
would provide an expansion
of the areas available for the
City Market Building to have
extended sidewalk cafes.

The rendered view of the
City Market Building shows
the transformation this idea
would provide with people
dining in the exterior bays.
Other possibilities include using
the canopy at the front end, the
back end, and around the second
story as a dining balcony.
There is no recommendation
to close the street, but the
limits of the dining space could
extend farther into the street
in designated areas on special
occasions.
In considering the second
floor, or mezzanine, the initial
thought was to remove the floor
entirely to open up the City
Market building’s tall ceilings.
The team, however,
quickly realized that when
the upper ceiling was
illuminated, the effect of the
additional height would still
be apparent without removing
the mezzanine. And, in fact,
the mechanical ductwork and
the pipes run underneath the
mezzanine ceiling. The City of
Roanoke just spent a million
dollars or so doing that work;
therefore, there were several
reasons to leave the mezzanine
in place.
The other distinct advantage
to the mezzanine level is the
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access it provides to the low
roof, or canopy. If activities
could be located on this level
as part of the reprogramming
and redesign phase, it makes
sense to provide structural
reinforcement to keep the
canopies for these alternative
uses.
Restrooms on this level
serve the entire building. One
action considered is to relocate
these restroom facilities in
alignment with the restrooms
proposed on the first floor. This
would allow the prime corners
overlooking Market Square to
be better utilized as part of new
restaurants.
It is proposed that one or
two medium-to-large upscale
restaurants could fit into these
spaces on the mezzanine level
as shown. The new restaurants
could include a bar, private
dining, and a café. The seating
and lounge areas could extend
onto the outdoor canopy at
both ends. This new use would
require structural reinforcement
of the canopy.
The proposal for the third
floor is to remodel that entire
floor into a flexible multi-use
space. The design team heard
from a lot of people during

The City Market Building might eventually become something like the City Market Hall on Granville
Island in Vancouver, Canada (two pictures at left) or Reading Termainal Building, Philadelphia, PA.
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the charrettes who said, “Why can’t we
have live music there? Why can’t we
have weddings? Why can’t the city rent it
out?” The team agreed. The space should
be maintained as a multiuse space that
is flexible, but that floor needs restroom
facilities.
The proposed plan shows new restrooms, a
lobby, a projection room, and a concession
stand. These new additions could be eightfoot high spaces. They don’t have to take
up a lot of space from the hall itself. The
installation of high-quality audio/visual
systems are proposed to make this a really
first rate entertainment venue space. The size
and the shape of this room are appropriate
for most intended uses.
FINDINGS:

• As a building type, the City Market
Building is a building type that should
be considered the most important for
City Market Square area. Efforts should
focus on enhancements to reinforce its
character. Make sure important features
of the building, like signage and trace
lights, are always in good repair and
bright. Let’s make sure this gem of the
City glows with activity and life!
• Emphasize the height of the interior space
again by illuminating the pressed tin
ceiling.
• Turn the uses inside out. Remove the food
court seating, relocate dining along the
periphery of the building, and turn the
interior into an expanded market area

•
•
•

•

•

•
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for vendors. Include market hall vendors
that can provide the daily needs of the
growing downtown residential population.
Construct additional restrooms on the first
floor.
Replace the individual bay doors and
windows with all-glass rollup doors or
French doors.
Convert a portion of the perimeter bays
on both sides to common dining areas,
with doors that separate the dining areas
from food preparation.
Allow the dining area to extend out onto
the sidewalk to create sidewalk cafes and
even extend into the street during certain
hours for outdoor dining and special
events.
Second floor: Keep the mezzanine level
as it is. Provide new structural support
of the canopy to allow the mezzanine
to open onto the roof, over the canopy.
Relocate the existing restrooms so the
prime building corners overlooking the
Market Square can be better utilized.
Program the space for one or two medium
to large upscale restaurants, which can
include a bar, private dining, and a café.
Extend the seating and lounge areas onto
the reinforced canopy at one or both ends.
Third floor: Program and renovate the
space as a flexible venue for live music,
weddings, conferences, receptions, etc.
Add restrooms, a projection room, and
a concession stand. The space needs
improved acoustics and high quality
audio/visual systems to make it a first rate
entertainment venue.
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Century station
parking Garage
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c e n t u ry STAT ION par k i ng garage

c e n t u ry station par k i ng garage
OBSERVATION:

Renovations and additions to the Century
Station Parking Garage should add desirable
downtown housing, create anchor retail, increase
the number of parking spaces, and enhance the
overall City Market area.
Discussion:

Existing Century
Station Parking Garage

The Century Station Parking Garage, located
next to Fire Station #1, is one of two special
building related projects in
the city’s scope of study.
Originally, Century
Station Parking Garage was
designed with sufficient
structural support to allow
for four additional floors
of housing or related use
to be added. Also, there is
undeveloped retail space
on the ground floor of the
building along Church
Avenue. During the 1980’s,
the established design
program made access a
priority; it also made car
circulation as convenient as
possible especially along
Church Avenue.
As a result, the main entrance ramp was
located in what should be the prime retail corner
of the building. When the building is viewed
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from Market Street approaching Church Avenue,
the first thing a person sees is the concrete entry
ramp for cars entering the parking deck. This is
not inviting for street level pedestrian use, but it
is, in fact, convenient for cars. Since charrette
participants who reacted to this situation felt
a change should be considered, a significant
circulation transformation is proposed in the
study.
Several issues concerning the design of the
shop fronts were raised during the study. The
existing storefronts are not as good as they could
be for urban retail. The design of the façade of
the building was also reviewed in relationship to
its context.
It was the general opinion of the design
team and the charrette participants that the
architecture of the Century Station Parking
Garage could be more harmonious. It was
perhaps a good design when it was constructed,
but it does not compare favorably with more
recent designs for parking garages in historic
places like Charleston, South Carolina.
When looking at the facades of newer
garages in historic settings, it is quite interesting
to see how effectively a balance is created
between old and new using the historic styles
of adjacent buildings in lieu of a contemporary
genre.
The team studied existing floor plans for
Century Station Parking Garage. The existing
plan shows the parking garage entry ramps, the
two and a half parking bays, the center bay and

Existing entrance to
the garage.

Existing view of City
Market

Blank, unappealing
wall along parking
garage
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the upward spiraling circulation space.
Because the original site was limited to
the footprint of the building as constructed,
one corner of the garage was never designed
or constructed. That parcel of land, shadowed
by the garage, is the site of an underutilized
park. If this additional parcel is added for
garage expansion, the building would become
much more functional. The missing section
of the third parking bay could be added,
squaring off the shape of the parking garage.
The existing partial third bay, once expanded,
would no longer present a dead-end condition
forcing a motorist to back out. It would
provide motorists with a complete circulation
path.
The completion of the third bay produces
a more logical and pragmatic parking
circulation scheme, and the parking garage
gains additional parking spaces. Ultimately,
this design scheme would permit the removal
of the corner vehicular entrance from Church
Avenue. Then vehicles would enter the garage
on the ground floor of the third bay from
either Jefferson Street or Church Avenue
via the alleyway. The city gains about fifty
additional spaces from this addition to the
deck on the southeast corner. That is enough
additional parking to provide spaces for four
stories of fifty residential units on top of the
garage without taking away any currently
available public parking.
A blank wall of the existing parking
garage runs the length of the walkway that
begins at the Sister Cities Fountain at the
corner of Church Avenue and Market Street.
This is the main pedestrian path to Elmwood

Continued
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Elevation study of garage transformation

Elevation from Church Avenue of renovated Century Station Parking Garage
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Location of view

Existing conditions

Fountain Square with remodeled Century Station Parking Garage
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Park from the City Market area. On the opposite side of the walkway is the Norfolk Southern
Building.
The redesign of the parking garage replaces
the original ramp and activates the facade with
retail space. The existing space becomes a prime
retail corner and a first rate shop location. It will
function well as retail space since pedestrians
will naturally enter at the obvious corner entrance
when they are walking south along Market Street.
Motorists will drive in the side entrance next to
the fire station and spiral up the ramps to park.
The team also looked at programming needs
for the farmers if, in fact, the stalls were remote
from the farmers’ storage. During the initial
charrette the farmers inquired, “If there is no
parking for our trucks next to our stalls, could
there be a staging area?” The proposed center stall
design allows the farmers to bring the trucks into
the center bay of the ground floor of the Century
Station Parking Garage.
This section could be designated exclusively
for the farmers. They would have adequate,
lockable storage bins with parking space for their
trucks on the other side of the same bay. During
the day, the farmers would drive their trucks down
Market Street to their stalls to drop off produce.
After unloading, the farmers would return their
trucks to the designated area of the parking
garage.
During the day, if they need additional
produce, farmers would come back to the parking
garage and draw from their truck or storage bin
stock to supplement their stalls. They could do
this with hand-tow or motorized carts.
This new parking garage design would
provide space for much needed public restrooms
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Looking down Church Avenue

near the south end of Market Street. It is a great
location that would serve not only shoppers and
tourists, but also farmers and vendors.
One opportunity envisioned in the Century
Station Parking Garage design for ground floor
retail seems quite exciting and has been well
received during the study. The idea emerged from
a conversation with Hope Hollingsworth, Director
of the Farmers Market for Downtown Roanoke
Incorporated (DRI). She toured the Blue Ridge
Food Ventures in Asheville, North Carolina.
Blue Ridge Food Ventures is a multiuse
operation set up to serve the farmers within the
Asheville area region. The farmers bake and can
their goods in a facility approved by the FDA.
In Asheville, this cooking and canning operation
was set up for the farmers as a public venue. It
has become an extraordinary success; it allows the
farmers to do the thing they love and to be able
sell their products directly to the public. Having
a similar operation in the immediate proximity
of the farmers’ market would extend it through
the second block of Market Street all the way to
Century Station Parking Garage.

c e n t u ry STAT ION par k i ng garage
Another aspect of having a similar food
venture would be the entertainment value.
Pedestrians passing the shop front along Church
Avenue would have an entertaining and fun
experience as they stroll past the farmers
preparing food. Watching the preparation of
special food has become a very popular pastime.
Everyone is familiar with the many popular cable
TV cooking shows.
For instance, at Johnson and Wales Culinary
School in Charlotte, North Carolina, people love
watching all the student chefs in classrooms
along the street. Pedestrians can watch the chefs
teaching chocolate classes; they can enjoy all the
pleasant aromas from the cooking process spilling
out onto the street. People hover around the
windows; it’s an entertaining place.
In the Roanoke example, the storefronts
under the parking garage would feature farmers
preparing regional recipes. Perhaps ladies in
bonnets could be baking or canning food.
Customers would enter the shop to actually sample
and buy prepared food right there on the spot. In
good weather, the covered arcade would provide a
wonderful venue for customers to sample food at
an outdoor restaurant. This kind of special junior
anchor would give this entire area much more
energy.
As mentioned earlier, the proposed parking
garage floor plans show a very efficient parking
layout achieved by adding the missing corner
to square off the parking floor footprint. An
important aspect of that parking garage redesign
is the planned addition of four floors proposed for
the initial construction phase. The plans presented
show a new typical floor configured as residential
units. Some units face Church Street with an

exciting view of the overall City Market area;
some units face a beautiful view of Mill Mountain.
A courtyard garden is shown on the new roof of
the parking garage.
All the residents on the side opposite the City
Market would have a garden and a view of Mill
Mountain. Any one of these proposed loft type
condos, with its spectacular views of the Roanoke
area, would provide a wonderful, exciting option
to new home buyers in the city’s housing market.
In addition, condo owners would be able to ride
the elevator down to the City Market and have all
that Roanoke offers at their feet. A similar floor
layout would also work very well for a boutique
style hotel.
The rendered front elevation of the proposed
parking garage development shows what it might
look like when the new addition is in place. This
design includes a new façade for the parking levels
and a new shop front for the ground floor retail.
Another rendered elevation contrasts the existing
garage design with the proposed design to show
how the transformation will enhance the building.
Clearly the proposed design has traditional
architectural elements in lieu of the existing
contemporary style. The design team looked to
some of the historic architecture around Roanoke
for precedents. Looking at the grand old buildings
like the Norfolk Southern railroad shops and
offices and the related generation of buildings, the
design team saw hip roofs, bracketed overhangs,
beautiful dormers and decorative cornices. The
team wanted to reconnect the architectural design
aesthetic to the era of beautiful buildings with a
style that relates to the City Market.
The predominant idea was to update the
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façades by adding more than just
historic little windows with overhanging roofs. It was to celebrate
the historic character by adding
a clerestory with lots of glass to
bring in natural light to the big,
wonderful loft areas above. The
transformation, seen in the before and after rendering, is quite
interesting.
The rendered view of the
east facing base of the parking
garage showing the perspective
towards Elmwood Park. It
represents what the building would
look like if the blank brick and
concrete wall is replaced with a
wonderful colonnade or arcade.
As pedestrians walk down to
Elmwood Park past the proposed
Roanoke Valley Food Ventures,
they would be entertained by the
view of the kitchen with all the
farmers preparing their own types
of food. They could sit under the
covered colonnade and sample the
food or even have a full meal.
That would certainly help
make the connection to Elmwood
Park more of an urban experience.
The rendered view shows the
development of the food venture
anchor along Church Avenue to
help draw pedestrians west to
Jefferson Street.

c e n t u ry STAT ION par k i ng garage

FINDINGS:

• Add a covered colonnade
along the walkway facing
the Norfolk Southern office
building.
• Designate one section of the
ground floor center bay of the
parking garage exclusively for
farmer and vendor storage bins
with adjacent truck parking.
• Provide space for public
restrooms.
• Program the ground floor retail
space for a new retail anchor.
The design team recommends
an FDA-approved, commercial
style kitchen similar to Blue
Ridge Food Ventures in
Asheville.
• Add four stories of residential
units on the top of the deck
with units facing Church Street
or Mill Mountain. Include
a courtyard garden on the
top residential floor. As an
option, program the proposed
residential levels for use as a
boutique hotel.
• Construct a new façade for
the parking garage including
the ground floor retail. The
new façade design would
provide a more functional
and historically accurate
architecture for a major City
Market structure.
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M A R K E T SQUA R E and FA R M E R S’ STA L L S

C e n ter i n the
square
OBSERVATION:

Market Square needs to be
updated; its image as the heart of
the area, if not the region, should be
reinforced. The existing glass and
steel canopies around the Center In
The Square are too short, nondescript,
ineffective and normally dirty. The
pavement is uneven and patched.
The pedestrian experience is that of
wading through car bumpers and
other impediments that degrade the
experience of visiting Market Square.
The vendors’ use of the Market
Square will normally conflict with the
possibility of outdoor dining. Yet the
vendors’ use of the Market Square
is the historically correct precedent;
therefore, the vendors should be given
first priority.
However, nighttime activities in
the Market Square should be further
promoted. The average tourist does
not know where the functions inside
Center In The Square are located
because the entrances are not obvious
nor is the signage effective.
The Market Square needs
attention to details like paving, the
canopy configurations and signage.

Location of View

Existing Buliding

Continued

Revived Market Square and Center in the Square building
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Discussion:

A new type of canopy is proposed
for the Market Square that will
facilitate their use both as shelter for
farmer’s stalls and as balconies for
use by building owners. Looking at
Center In The Square, for instance,
the existing glass canopies may have
been a good idea originally. When
constructed, the canopies were
shortened and lowered; many columns
were added. As such, the canopies
became less effective at providing
shelter. Also, the glass became
a popular landing spot for birds.
Another opportunity provided by the
relocation of the art museum to its new
building will be to free up more of the
upper floors of Center In The Square
building.
As the City Market continues
to grow in popularity, it will likely
become even more interesting,
attracting more people. When this
happens, there may be a tendency to
spread activity out across downtown.
But spreading out could drain some
of the dynamic energy from this very
walkable and compact City Market
area.
Instead of just spreading out and
expanding on the ground floor, it is
recommended that use of existing
space above the ground floor be

Market Square could use
upper level spaces to enhance
street level activities, as
seen in Bourbon Street, New
Orleans, left, and Ybor Street
in Tampa, Florida

encouraged. The vacant second floors
in most areas of the City Market area
and along Jefferson Street can easily
become residential. There could be
additional retail uses and restaurants
that activate the second floor especially
with the idea of balcony use expanding
to other buildings. Upper floor terraces
can be created.
This concept is very similar to
Jackson Square, Royale and Bourbon
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Streets in New Orleans and Ybor City
in Tampa, Florida. These are wonderful
places; the upper level spaces are used
to enhance street level activities.
The dated canopy system the
farmers are currently using shows
signs of age and neglect. It is common
knowledge that the canopy cover is too
short and leaks into the truck beds.
Currently, the Center In The Square
building is being restudied to plan its

transformation since the art museum
is moving out. Other circulation
improvements are under consideration.
Perhaps as part of the redevelopment
effort, uses on the second floor could
come out and embrace the balconies
over the farmer’s stalls. Offices can be
expanded to look out over the Market
Square or balconies.
A new restaurant is scheduled
to become an important new feature

of the building, utilizing space at the
corner of East Market Square and
Campbell Avenue. The column design
that exists on that chamfered corner
of the building was replicated in a
canopy system that extends around the
perimeter of the sidewalk of the Market
Square on both the east and west sides.
Using this colonnade as a support for
a continuous canopy, covering the full
depth of the sidewalk, is an authentic
solution in keeping with the historic
nature of the building stock in the
Market. The colonnade would provide
support for balconies as shown.
The exciting design for Market
Square allows lots of changes to fall
into place quickly. The Center In The
Square rendering shows how exciting
it could be at night with activity on the
balconies and in the Market Square.
During the charrettes, a prominent
citizen had the nerve to say, “You need
to get rid of the Roanoke Weiner Stand
because people can’t find the entrance
to the Center In The Square or Mill
Mountain Theatre.” The unanimous
responses of the charrette participants
were paraphrased as, “Never in our
lifetime will the Roanoke Weiner Stand
be asked to move.”
So while finding the entrance to
Center In the Square can be a problem,
an interesting solution emerged out of
the design process. The study proposes
that a high profile ticket office kiosk be
Continued
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placed on the corner as shown in the
rendered view. The booth would be like
the famous Time Square kiosk in New
York where patrons buy their
tickets on the street. Obviously, here in
Roanoke, it would be on a much more
compact scale. This solution can help
direct the patron exactly where to enter
the building to see a play or event.
Another proposal is to take down
the big sign along the cornice of the top
floor of Center In The Square that can
barely be seen from the street because
it is so high above. The old sign would
be replaced with a new sign with the
character of the H & C Coffee sign.
The new sign would extend vertically
along the leading edge of the Center
In The Square northeast corner. This
would reinforce the kiosk location and
celebrate the corner of this important
structure at the same time.
A balcony around the edges of
Market Square could serve as a stage
set above the street. Instead of rolling
in the city’s temporary stage every time
there is an event, the balcony would be
an alternative and provide a wonderful
place to have bands perform or to
stage one act plays. The balcony could
be simply to have a place for outdoor
dining.
These kinds of events and activities
reinforce the idea that Market Square
should be returned to the people and be
developed as a people place.

M A R K E T SQUA R E and FA R M E R S’ STA L L S

FindingS:

• Replace and add new second story
balconies the full depth of the
sidewalk around the perimeter
of both East Market Square and
West Market Square. Extend the
balconies down the first block of
Market Square to Kirk Alley. Design
details should include provisions
for the farmers’ market stalls
below including awning extensions,
lighting, heaters, fans, water, tables,
storage and seating.
• Renovate the Center In the Square
building’s exterior to best activate
Market Square and better serve as
an entry to internal venues. This
includes replacement of the top floor
sign with a vertical blade sign and
a theater marquee at the northeast
corner. Introduce a box office ticket
kiosk out on the street corner. Add
an exterior staircase to invite people
to actually walk up to the balcony.
Reprogram the upper floor space
with active uses such as a tearoom
that opens onto the new balcony.
Program the balconies on both sides
to be available for use by live bands
and other productions.
• Celebrate the Roanoke Weiner Stand
in its existing location as a local
institution and tourist destination.
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T he
E x per i ence i n
mar k et square
OBSERVATION:

Enhancing The Experience
in City Market Square: A Case of
Balancing the Needs of Farmers,
Restaurants, Festivals and Street
Life

Existing conditions

Discussion:

Once again, it is worth
emphasizing the importance
of the benefits that the city
of Roanoke derives from the
presence of the farmers and
vendors in the City Market area.
Historically, they have been
the mainstay of the market.
The farmers are the key to
determining what renovations
will be deemed successful in the
future. They give the City Market
the quality of authenticity.
The manner in which any
of the design solutions, whether
small or large, are initiated and
implemented will make all the
difference in maintaining that
quality. That makes it imperative

Revived Market Square and Center in the
Square Building market stalls

Section, Market Square balcony addition with market stalls

Continued
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that the design team and the city
maintain a constant dialogue with the
farmers to determine their needs and
desires.
To further enhance the area, a
proposal to locate more restaurants on
the perimeter of City Market Square
and along Market Street has received
considerable attention. Having diners
seated at tables located on the sidewalk
increases the visibility of restaurants.
Higher visibility translates into a
greater opportunity for success. Some
restaurateurs are trying to locate
some café tables in very marginal
spaces; Gary Crowder, owner of Wertz
Restaurant, has had that experience.
Yet many people choose to eat
inside at one of the restaurants in the
City Market Building food court every
day. Others, however, drive or walk past
lacking any knowledge of all the activity
inside the City Market Building. That
led to one proposal to turn the functions
of the City Market Building inside out.
In other words, vendors would move to
retail space inside the building while
restaurants with sidewalk café seating
would be located on the perimeter.
Several issues would be addressed
by the construction of the proposed
second floor balconies around the
perimeter of the City Market Square.
Restaurants would gain a significant
amount of additional space for outdoor
dining. The second level is an ideal

location for the benches needed for
public seating; the benches would
quickly be filled with multitudes of
happy people-watchers. Balconies would
provide permanent stage space for a full
range of uses. Farmers’ stalls located in
prime locations around the perimeter
of the City Market Square could be
enlarged; that would allow the stalls to
be more functional and better organized.
The construction of the ticket office
kiosk in the City Market Square would
give the theater and other venues in
Center In The Square a stronger public
presence. The kiosk would be modeled
on similar ticket kiosks in cities like
New York.
There are the occasions when
the City Market Square becomes the
backdrop for outdoor festivals, banquets
and live musical entertainment. Such
uses should be encouraged. They send a
very positive message about the viability
of the space as an attraction. Since
they attract large crowds of people,
activities in the City Market Square tend
to help all the market retailers become
financially successful.
City Market Square can have a lot of
other functions besides that of a parking
lot. The original intent was to allow cars
and trucks to park there when they were
selling produce or other commodities of
value. Unfortunately, during the era of
the suburban shopping center, vendors in
City Market Square began to encourage
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customer parking. Today, some vendors
rely on this limited drive-thru, one-stop
car traffic for some of their income.
In addition, the design team noticed
that walking around City Market Square
requires pedestrians to wade through a
maze of car bumpers. Although to some
degree, wagons, cars and trucks parked
in the Square have always been part of
its history, avoiding those vehicles does
not provide a truly first-rate pedestrian
experience.
The two overriding questions are,
“What is the best use of City Market
Square? What would make the City
Market Square more pedestrian
oriented?”
FindingS:

• Increase opportunities for dining
outdoors using the proposed second
floor balcony around the perimeter of
the City Market Square
• Program the City Market Square for
more events that utilize the balcony
as a stage.
• Grade and resurface the pavement.
• Enlarge and reorganize the farmers’
stalls using the full perimeter of the
City Market Square
• Enhance the physical presence of the
Center In The Square with a ticket
office kiosk and a handsome vertical
blade sign.
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M arket
Stalls

Location of View

Existing Farmers’ Stalls

Market Street looking towards the market
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M ar k et stalls
OBSERVATION:

The market stalls between
City Market Square and Church
Avenue (including the canopies,
tables, infrastructure, location, and
design) need to be updated. Fabric
awnings are in need of repair or
redesign. The canopies leak and do
not enhance the ambience of the City
Market. The circulation between the
sidewalks and tables is congested,
but somewhat indicative of the fun
of being there. Canopies in the
second block of Market Street hide
the historic facades. The existing
designs are institutional and do not
compliment the elegant shop front
facades and the historic downtown.
Stalls located in the second block are
considered overflow space during offseason and off-peak days.
Discussion:

The design team started thinking
of the existing locations for the
farmers’ stalls in relationship to the
City Market Building, City Market
Square and Market Street. The team
actively talked about the passion of
the farmers and what makes their
selling of produce special. Generally
it is clear the farmers love what

they’re doing. Everyone in Roanoke
loves the farmers’ location, so the
plan is to keep them exactly where
they are. One suggestion is to extend
the balcony design from Market
Square down the first block of
Market Street at least to Kirk Alley.
For the second block of Market
Street between Kirk Alley and
Church Avenue, the best location for
the farmers and vendors should be
studied. The owners and tenants of
the properties behind and beside the
market stalls must be considered.
Clearly, the best solution for
all participants (farmers, vendors,
property owners, tenants, and
customers) has not been found. The
design team explored putting the
new stalls in the second block down
the center of the street. There are
advantages and disadvantages to this
proposal. There are complaints that
customers feel it is crowded along
the sidewalks between the shops and
tables. This can be a good and bad
condition for some types of retailing.
Also, some of the shops and
restaurants would like to provide
outdoor dining areas, but they
are limited for sidewalk space by
permanent farmers’ display tables.
The obvious advantage of a
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Market Street during the day, between Kirk Alley and Church Avenue

The same view, at night
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vendor having the center stall is having
his wares being placed at center stage.
The traffic flow on Market Street
would be slowed (planners call the
process “traffic calmed”); that would
require motorists to adjust their driving
behavior to match the new traffic
pattern.
There is also the issue of making
all the shop front façades behind the
farmers’ stalls as visible as possible.
Property owners and tenants want
their shop fronts to be visible to any
potential customers.
City Market Square is a complex
urban environment. Any adjustments
to this large area need to be carefully
considered. To gage public and vendor
response, some degree of market
testing should be conducted as a means
of finding the best solution.
The design team’s initial idea is to
move the market stalls and structures
into the middle of Market Street. This
proposal is just for the one-block,
second tier section between Kirk
Alley and Church Avenue. The initial
responses were surprisingly positive
about the center scheme.
Subsequent to the charrette in
follow-up design sessions, objections
were raised to moving the stalls to
the middle of Market Street. For
that reason, additional options have
been developed and will need to be
tested. This kind of field testing has
been very beneficial in some projects

Outdoor dining with existing market stalls along sidewalk

done by the team in other areas. Field
testing continues to engage the users
and customers while collectively
determining the best solution without
considerable initial investment.
The following describes the options
for the second tier block.
Findings:

Option 1 — Free standing, center
of the street market stalls
Concerns: Farmers have some
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technical concerns such as not being
able to park their trucks right next to
their stalls and lack of ample storage
underneath. The design team pointed
out the fact that the farmers can bring
their trucks down to the stalls for
unloading and loading all day long.
There are continuing concerns about
this idea but it should be tested and
given further consideration.
The advantages include allowing
the historic façades along Market Street
in the second block to be visible so they

M A R K E T SQUA R E and FA R M E R S’ STA L L S
can be better appreciated. Restaurants
and cafes located along this block
can offer real outdoor café dining at
night. Not only would Market Street
have the two existing sidewalks, two
new sidewalks would be constructed
on either side of the street center stalls.
The concept is that the street is not
closed to cars (see illustration), but
allows the possibility of closing the
street on special occasions.
The proposed stall design would
be very elegant as opposed to the
square pipe metal awnings structures
that exist. The new design could be
used whether the stalls were located
on the side of the street or down the
center of the street. The proposed
design is very appropriate as a partner
for these historic buildings. This would
be a homogenous way to celebrate the
market as one thematic, authentic place.
Two section drawings shown in the
study show the proposed market stalls
reconfiguration and new design in two
venues. The upper illustration section
shows how shopping along Market
Street would work during the typical
day. It illustrates Market Street open
to urban traffic circulation including
cars, farmers’ delivery trucks, and
emergency vehicle access for fire,
emergency medical services and police.
Pedestrian circulation would continue
on the existing sidewalks on both
sides of Market Street with additional
pedestrian circulation along both sides

of the center market stalls. Farmers
stand in spaces between double runs of
tables and display their wares on both
sides of the center isle. Restaurants
can provide outdoor dining just along
the front of their shop fronts so the
majority of the sidewalk remains clear.
The lower illustration shows
how Market Street shopping venues
can expand in the evenings, on
weekends, and on special occasions.
At those times, either one or both
sections of Market Street could be
fully or partially closed to vehicular
traffic. Farmers’ delivery trucks and
emergency vehicles can still have
vehicular access. This allows a part of
the travel lanes to be used instead for
greatly expanded pedestrian traffic. In
this arrangement, the entire existing
sidewalks could be used for expanded
outdoor dining. On high-traffic days
and evenings, this arrangement will
allow Market Street to have plenty of
space for circulation. Perhaps there
would be vendors who would want to
stay around during the evening. Then
this scheme becomes even more of an
extended use facility versus one that
closes up at night.
Option 2 – Field test the new
canopy idea as follows:
Option 2A – Modifying the design
and sliding it from the middle of
Market Street to a location consistent
with the stall location today.

Continued
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The modification perhaps eliminates one side of the proposed stall
design and adjusts the position so
it best compliments the streetscape
and buildings. This scheme would
be developed to balance and enhance
the way the area currently works for
customers and farmers, but does not
resolve conflicts with the desire for
shop front outdoor dining, the ongoing conflicts with presenting the
historic facades, the desire for authentic crank-out style awnings and their
attachment to the stall canopy.
Option 2B – Use a taller version
of the center canopy concept to allow
diagonal parking underneath. This
would allow for an expansion of
convenient covered parking. The new
parking would provide farmers space
for their trucks next to their stalls.
During the evening, it would permit
a substantial amount of covered onstreet parking.
Option 2C – Use a combination
of low ends and a taller center for the
canopy.
Option 2D – Reverse the street
center canopy design to allow the
customers walk down the middle of
the area with the farmers vending
from one or both sides. In this
scenario, one of the travel lanes would
become a parking/loading area with
a through-lane exclusively for the
farmers to vend.

Option 3 – Reintroduce market
vendors around the perimeter of the
City Market Hall.
This idea first emerged during
discussions with older farmers who
described how the market worked in
its heyday. Farmers sold their produce
around the entire perimeter and from
the perimeter bays in the City Market
Building. The four corner tenants
were established bars. The farmers,
wholesalers and shoppers were in
balance and happy.
When the wholesale fish and meat
market declined in the early 1970’s,
the entire market went into a decline
until its resurrection during Design
’79. Even though the initial reaction
was favorable, later discussions with
farmers and vendors provided little
support for extending the farmers’
stalls activities around the perimeter
of the City Market Building.
The general consensus is the
perimeter area is too important for
vendors’ parking in the day and for
outdoor dining at night to allow the
reintroduction of the farmers back into
this area. At this time, it does not seem
popular or workable. This current
attitude conflicts with the longterm
desire to reinforce “park once for
an extended shopping experience”
over the “drive-thru to only one
farmer’s stall shopping experience.”
A compromise solution must be found
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to make the City Market Hall more
authentic in program and use.
Option 4 – Make minimal
improvements.
Replace the fabric awnings, repaint the metal support tubes, add
more lighting and install gas heaters.
Essentially restore what is there and
maintain it well. Leaking gutters
should be removed and replaced with
a simpler working system that will not
rust out. Canopies should be extended
to provide adequate cover for farmers’
activities when selling from the back
of their trucks.
Option 5 – Extend the proposed
balcony design from the Market
Square and the first block of
Market Street to the second block.
The second block is composed
of multiple buildings so the balcony
design may vary in design. Each
building will require design
consideration for historic preservation
of the original facades since these
will be permanent attachments.
One advantage to this option is
allowing the renovation program
to be completed in phases. This
option could be considered once the
balcony concept is completed for the
first block. If it works well for the
first block, it could be applied to the
second block.
*See Appendix page D1.2 for additional
sketches and budget.
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Canopies
OBSERVATION:

Replacing canvas canopies
over the farmers’ stalls may be a
shortsighted option
Discussion:

functional. From the perspective
of maintenance and budget, just
replacing the fabric, adding a new
coat of paint, and enhancing some
of the infrastructure needs of the
vendors would be a valid approach.
For the long term, however, that
would be a shortsighted solution
when compared to this rare
opportunity to enhance the entire
City Market area.

Existing photographs show
what the farmers’ market
canopies looked like
when installed in the early
1980’s. Now is the time
to decide how to update
these canopies. There is
an obvious problem; the
fabric is frayed, worn
and dirty. When first
designed, the intention
was to replace the canopy
fabric at least every five
years, but that has not
happened for various
reasons. The canopy
Existing stalls, store fronts and cars
fabric is really only one
issue; it is time to rethink
the function of these canopies.
Finding:
The structures are aesthetically
industrial and utilitarian. They do
The option of just replacing
not compliment the elegance of the
the fabric canopies and upgrading
historic architecture. They could
the infrastructure is included in
now evolve, with some special
this study, but it is considered
attention to detail, into shelters
shortsighted and is not highly
that are more significant and more
recommended.
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Section study of Market Street between Kirk Alley and Church Avenue

Section study, market stalls

Section study of Market Street between Kirk Alley and Market Square
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Plan study of Market Street between Kirk
Alley and Church Avenue

Elevation, center street market stall

Section, center street market stall

Market Street
looking towards
the market
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Streetscape
Improvements

Williamson Road

Market Street

Norfolk Avenue

Wall Street

and

Market Street

Salem Avenue

Paving

Kirk Alley

Market Street

Jefferson Street

Campbell Avenue

Church Avenue

Fran
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Streetscape improv ements and pav ing

ST R E E TSCA PE E L E M E N TS
OBSERVATION:

Streetscape elements are dissimilar; they
lack a recognizable theme.
Discussion:

Updating and adding to the collection of
dissimilar streetscape elements in the City
Market area is a complicated task. Many
details must be studied carefully to make
appropriate choices. Fortunately several
companies market a full range of coordinated
elements for all forms of lighting, seating,
urban accessories and decorations. Selecting
a single source for many or all of these
elements is one foolproof way to ensure
quality and compatibility. We recommend
using the original Design ’79 company, Union
Metal, or a nationally recognized company
like NERI. Elements obtained from either
company will provide a coordinated overlay
of streetscape pieces to bring order and
elegance to downtown Roanoke.
The design team found the NERI catalog
to be one of the benchmarks in the industry
for urban design components that would be
well suited to the historic character of the
City Market area. The Union Metal or NERI
products are expensive, but well worth the
investment. It is evident that many of the
existing cheap, quick fix solutions attempted
have failed; they are inappropriate and often
unsightly.
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Regarding the range of choices, each
design decision should anticipate the
revitalization of the City Market area.
As development increases, the area will
become more urban and active; it will
require appropriate streetscape elements.
Moveable chairs should be favored over
fixed benches. Classic sidewalk café chairs
should be chosen over plastic backyard
patio seating. Plants should be grown in
heavy cast iron planters rather than tearing
up pavement to plant inground shrubbery.
The combinations of streetscape
elements are endless; the process of finding
well-designed urban streetscape elements
will be fun and rewarding.
FINDINGS:

Recommended list of streetscape
elements:
• Seating for sidewalk cafes and public
seating
• Benches for parks
• Seating for the public squares and
plazas
• Bike racks
• Bollards
• Light poles with coordinated hangers
for baskets, signage and flag holders
• Kiosks and canopies
• Seating for pick-up truck tailgaters
• Shoeshine stands

Examples of attractive
streetscape elements.
See appendix for
details.
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L igh ting, Signage
and Ba nners
OBSERVATION:

Lighting, signage and banners are not unified or
organized
Discussion:

Currently, the lighting, signage and banners around the
City Market area consist of a mixed assortment of both old
and new elements. There is a collection of accessories that
need to be attached to the existing light standards for hanging
baskets, banners, displays and signage. Unfortunately, as the
City Market has evolved over time, the accessories used have
not always been standard components of the original lighting
system.
In the Design ’79 plan, a good quality light standard was
selected. It was a well-designed, well made, and historically
correct light standard. Many companies offer a completely
coordinated system of lighting and urban accessories.
Cohesive signage should meet a range of needs from
motorists navigating from the highway to the City Market
area, to the small individual market stall signs that explain
where and how a particular farmer obtains his produce.
FINDINGS:

Select a company that provides a fully coordinated
system of lighting and urban accessories. The design team
recommends either adding Union Metal elements to the
original fixtures as recommended in the Design ’79 plan, or
considering other companies (especially NERI) to completely
upgrade the entire lighting, signage and information system.
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Too many elements can make signage confusing.

There are currently all sorts of light
standards around the City Market
area. Shown, clockwise from above,
are light standard with lights and
signs attached, light standards with
welded flag holder, light standard
with welded rods for banners, and a
modern, square light.
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Pav eme n t
OBSERVATION:

Pavement is in poor condition and not unified.
Discussion:

There is an ongoing discussion about pavement
throughout the City Market area. At this point,
the Market Square pavement is in poor condition
with a variety of patched sections and worn paint
stripping. Farmers don’t seem to mind the poor
condition as long as they can keep the areas clean
and move produce across the pavement without too
many bumps and restrictions.
Urban experts and retail consultants encourage
cities to keep pavement designs simple. That
keeps shoppers focused on the merchandise
displays rather than looking down at the pavement.
Spending significant amounts of money to use
unit pavers in an area can be problematic. That
pavement could be removed to make underground
utility repairs. When repaired, the pavement might
look worse than when originally completed. All
these factors need to be considered.
However, the idea of a more elegant way
of detailing the streets kept coming up in
conversations with people throughout the area. The
latest, most economically effective method would
be to emboss and paint asphalt.
On the other hand, many people like the look
of Roanoke’s salt-glazed star brick in the basket
weave pattern; it is now used in exclusive areas
in the city. Those participating in the charrette
process seemed interested in using brick in some
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form for new pavement. The use of brick in
public spaces is a viable alternative as long as it
is properly maintained. Additionally, the brick
pavement must not adversely affect the ability of
farmers to move their produce from one area to the
other. It is a beautiful solution, but brick is a high
cost paving material.
Other options include standard Z brick
pavers or stone pavers which are also beautiful
but expensive. Installation of unit pavers around
all the utilities is incredibly complicated and
time consuming. Taking the long view, the City
Market area is such a treasure that it deserves
elegant materials and special care. Although an
economical solution, paving the area with stamped
and painted asphalt may degrade the desired
character and make the City Market area look
less historic. The design team recommends using
simple asphalt if brick is not chosen. Careful study
should precede the selection of any embossed
product for paving. At a minimum, the potential
supplier should have the ability to provide a special
pattern reflecting Roanoke’s character such as the
star brick emblem.
FINDINGS:

Option 1: Standard asphalt
Option 2: Embossed asphalt with a special Roanoke stamped star pattern (This option should be
chosen with caution)
Option 3: Recycled Salt Glazed Star brick
Option 4: Brick pavers

The condition of the Market Square now is poor with a variety of patched
sections and worn paint stripping.Shown, clockwise from top left, historic
star brick,embossed pavement, existing pavement, and detail of existing
pavement.

Cost estimates should be completed for each
option and presented to the stakeholders.
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Williamson Road
development
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williamson road
de v e lopm e n t

williamson road dev e lopm e n t

A

B

A

OBSERVATION:

The corner of Williamson Road and Church
Avenue can become a destination area anchored by
surrounding infill development.
Discussion:

B

Key map

Looking east toward Williamson Road from
the corner of Market Street and Church Avenue,
pedestrians see a parking lot, sparse retail and the
freeway. People are not inclined to go to this area
because there is really nothing to attract them.
Another junior anchor is needed somewhere near
Williamson Road to draw people into that area and
connect the shopping loop.
The proposed design for a new retail/cinema
complex would be constructed on the site of the
existing parking lot along Williamson Road. The
street level is designed as a retail liner building with
a parking lot behind accessed from the sides. A
multi-theatre cinema would be located on the level
above the retail, and could, in fact, include an IMAX
theatre.
One of the most popular suggestions from the
charrette process was the stated need for a movie
theatre in the City Market. The theatre would serve
as another anchor to draw people in this direction
from Market Street. The rendering of this proposed
facility looking east down Church Avenue shows the
transformation. It illustrates the visual impact of

Continued
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Elevation A-A

Elevation key plan

New Building

Elevation B-B

Existing Building with new base pulled forward to street

Elevation from Williamson Road

Existing Building with new skin
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williamson road dev e lopm e n t

Location of View

Existing Condition

Church Avenue looking towards Williamson Road
– terminated by proposed Cineplex
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williamson road dev e lopm e n t

typ. emergency exits

infill development on both the north and
south sides of Church Avenue. The perspective view shows a dramatic cinema marquee.
Moviegoers would purchase tickets on
the street level before riding the escalator up
to the theater level. This is common practice
in a lot of urban cities. Once people buy their
tickets, they are committed. They wouldn’t
mind taking the escalator to the theatre
entrances shown. It is the type of experience
one finds in a big city. Moviegoers would find
it convenient to purchase refreshments at the
concession stand in the center atrium.
The proposed building does not have
a traditional design. It may provide a
counterpoint for the new Art Museum. The
plan shows the exciting entrance court with
the box office, escalators, stairs and elevators
to the theaters above. Moviegoers park behind
the complex and walk right into the lobby
atrium. To enter the movie theaters, patrons
go to the upper lobby. To enter one of the
movie theatres from the upper lobby, they
walk along the street façade of continuous
windows instead of the usual dark, dreary
corridor.
The design proposal shows a layout
of six theatres of varying sizes and the
required restrooms. The City could promote
this development quickly since it owns the
property. It would be a huge catalyst to
downtown City Market development.
The All-Right Parking Lot on the
northwest corner behind Sam’s is clearly a

Continued
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phenomenal development site for a mixed-use project that
could include housing, parking and additional shops. Parking for the complex would be accommodated at the center
of the site on the ground level. Open public areas on the
roof of the parking deck would provide green space for the
tenants and the shoppers. Kirk Alley could be extended to
Williamson Road to enhance circulation and create additional interesting streetscape experiences for shoppers,
neighbors, office workers and tourists.
On the east and north sides of the existing Norfolk
Southern property, the design team proposes either a
sister building for the existing building on the side facing
Williamson Road, or a low rise edge infill building to
provide street activity along the south side of Church
Avenue. The team designed a building for this site to
make sure that it worked in harmony with the existing
Norfolk Southern Building. The remaining parking would
be preserved on the inside of the block; service areas and
loading docks would be moved to the inside as well.
The proposed design would put the Norfolk Southern
building service area out of sight. Then any new
development along the south edge of Church would provide
prime front door commercial space and a proper streetscape.

Williamson Road and Church Avenue will become a major destination

FINDINGS:

• On the east side of the intersection of Williamson Road
and Church Avenue, build a street level retail liner
building with a parking lot behind it. Then above the
retail, develop a cinema complex.
• Redevelop the All-Right Parking lot on the northwest
corner as a mixed-use project that includes housing,
parking and additional shops.
• On the existing Norfolk Southern building site, develop
a sister building or low rise infill building along Church
Avenue and on the side facing Williamson Road.
Internalize the service function in a motor court.
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STEPPED PLAZA
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ST e ppe d pl aza

st e ppe d pl aza
OBSERVATION:

Create cascading stair steps to draw
people from the pedestrian bridge over the
railroad tracks into the City Market. This
idea is similar to the Spanish Steps in Rome
albeit on a smaller scale for Roanoke. The
stepped plaza will become a destination for
social interaction between Roanoke’s citizens
and tourists. It would serve as a public plaza
and forecourt for the new art museum.
The stepped plaza would be a perfect site
for political rallies or a grandstand for
performances and parades passing down
Salem Avenue.

Section study of stepped plaza with trolley incline

Discussion:

This idea originated through discussions
with charrette participants regarding the
need for the City Market to better connect
with surrounding areas of Roanoke
especially those to the north. Specifically,
the design addresses the connection over the
railroad tracks to Hotel Roanoke and to new
development taking place in the Henry Street
neighborhood.
The design team looked at historic
photos from the 1920’s showing a connection
to the rail station from the City Market. The
original connection between the rail station
and downtown was a big wooden boardwalk
system that came down directly into the
Continued
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market. The existing pedestrian bridge
has an abrupt ending that brings
pedestrians out of the stairway facing
the railroad tracks instead of the City
Market.
After discussion, the design team
conceived an idea similar to the area
in Rome known as the Spanish Steps.
The concept recognizes that this might
not be simply a place to cross over the
railroad tracks. It could easily create
a lively space suitable for many social
activities.
The stepped plaza would provide
a place to hang out with friends and
strangers. It could become Roanoke’s
most exciting place to see and be
seen. A person could sit on the steps,
meet friends there, enjoy a snack, and
simply socialize.
Many of the conceptual sketches
produced provide a closer look into the
details of this potentially wonderful
place. One option could be to design
a little anchor pavilion on the corner
of Salem Avenue and Market Street
with a roof top bandstand. It could be
an observation platform for people to
look out over the street intersection
and the City Market Building.
The existing pedestrian walkway
extending over the railroad tracks to
the City Market is shaped like a glass
cube with an internal elevator and
escalators. With this new proposal,
pedestrians would have the option
Continued

ST e ppe d pl aza

Market Street elevation, stepped plaza

Salem Avenue elevation, stepped plaza

Remodeled Market Building and stepped plaza at
bridge crossing
Plan view of stepped plaza
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ST e ppe d pl aza

of coming out on a podium-like area
and walking down either gradually or
directly. One high-ranking city official
said, “You know, we could even do a
miniature trolley incline like the one
originally on Mill Mountain.” This
would be a unique way to handle accessability issues without forcing those
who are physically challenged to seek
a hard to find elevator within the parking deck. The incline could even be
marketed as a ride for children.
The rendering included in the
study shows how the stepped plaza
would look from the City Market
Building. Additional sketches of plan
development and other concepts were
included for this proposed project to
more fully explore all the exciting
possibilities.
FINDINGS:

Approaching the stepped plaza

Create a set of cascading stair
steps similar to the Spanish Steps
in Rome. It has been conceived as a
destination for socializing, a public
plaza and forecourt for the new art
museum, a site for political rallies, and
a grandstand for performances and
parades passing down Salem Avenue.
As an option, include a miniature
incline for accessability and to serve as
a tourist draw.
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Jefferson Street

JEFFERSON
STREET
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OBSERVATION:

Drawing shoppers to Jefferson Street
Discussion:

The southern end of Market Street terminates
at the Sister Cities Fountain at Church Street
between the Norfolk Southern Building and the
Century Station Parking Garage. A wide walkway
continues past the fountain towards Elmwood
Park. The street termination is not conducive to
making good urban connections to other areas
beyond the City Market.
Today, when a person walks down Market
Street to the Church Avenue corner, the experience
of an urban shopping district is lost because of
the nondescript view. The Norfolk Southern
building on this corner is raised stylistically from
street level grade. The main entry doors provide
little relief to the plane of the facade. The glazed
openings are primarily smoked glass curtain wall.
Raised planter boxes near the building act as
barriers.
The Century Station Parking Garage also
sends a very anti-urban message at this prominent
corner with its wide concrete ramp. A blank
wall of concrete and brick on the parking garage
extends towards Elmwood Park; an empty retail
space extends in the direction of Jefferson Street.
These factors all serve as a psychological
barrier preventing pedestrians from continuing to
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walk down the street.
Eliminating the garage entrance ramp and
replacing it with a shop front entrance will
provide an appealing anchor in the base of the
parking garage. These improvements, mentioned
previously in this report, would compliment the
activities associated with the proposed Roanoke
Valley Food Ventures (an FDA-approved kitchen
for farmers) or some other viable tenant leasing
the retail space available within the Century
Station Parking Garage.
Other building fronts along Church Avenue,
especially those to the west, need to be inviting.
Fire Station #1 is an historic building that has
always been an important player in the urban
fabric of Roanoke. Parents bring their children to
the fire station because it functions like a living
museum. Firemen, always happy to entertain
visitors, explain the work of the fire department.
Kids love it. But pedestrians can’t always
tell from the exterior that the fire station is so
interesting and inviting.
To provide an inviting vista to draw more
people in this direction, the fire department could
be encouraged to create an atmosphere similar to
a front porch for the firehouse. The front porch
might have benches and rocking chairs so the
firefighters could relax between answering calls.
Perhaps there could even be a Dalmatian napping
at the feet of the firefighters.
In addition to this civic institution, other
businesses need to enhance the visual experience
of the ground floor shops that extend west
towards Jefferson Street. Ground floor uses along
Church Avenue should ideally be presented as
inviting retail spaces. Currently, the commercial
offices house workers in rooms with mini-blinds

reorganization to make shopping more exciting as
other changes occur. Obtaining a strong anchor
tenant to occupy the Heironimus Building will
serve as a catalyst for this corridor.
FINDINGS:

JEFFERSON STREET

Draw ing Shoppers to
J efferson Street

J E F F E R SON ST R E E T

and curtains covering smoked glass storefront
windows.
Such a visual experience will not draw
shoppers down the street. Good merchandizing
relies on a linear progression of interesting shops
and displays. Shopping center consultants know
that even a 20-foot gap in the visual experience is
enough to discourage a shopper from continuing
to walk down a street. The experience of shopping
along Church Avenue needs to be a seamless retail
experience if people are to be drawn to Jefferson
Street.
The reorganization of the street frontage
along an existing street is not an easy task to
accomplish, but the message must be to hasten the

• Renovation of the Century Station Parking
Garage will result in more pedestrian shopping
on Church Avenue
.• The city should support efforts to make Fire
Station #1 as visually inviting as possible while
preserving its function as a working fire station.
This includes encouraging those staffing the fire
station to enjoy the front porch environment
mentioned earlier. The fire department should
also mount a plaque, similar to the proposed
farmers’ information plaque, to describe the
history of the station house. Although there is
some degree of public outreach, it needs to be
more obvious than it is now.
• The leasing of ground floor space as offices
needs to be phased out to provide additional
space for inviting retail businesses.
• Owners of the Heironimus Building should
seek a strong anchor tenant as part of the
merchandizing goals of the City Market area
and Jefferson Street. Upscale national tenants
would be ideal along this section of the
streetscape.
• More local/regional venues including an urban
public library or a large bookstore like the
original Borders would enliven the street.
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J E F F E R SON ST R E E T

Area of view

Existing Jefferson Street

Jefferson Street with restored street car line
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J E F F E R SON ST R E E T Street Car
OBSERVATION:

Bring the streetcar back to Jefferson Street
Discussion:

A big idea should be a highlight of any comprehensive plan.
Since the design team wants to encourage efforts to make the
City Market a park once destination, other forms of transportation
warrant consideration.
For some time, there has been an idea on the table of
connecting the new Bio-Tech Park at the Carillon Hospital and
downtown Roanoke with a streetcar line along Jefferson Street. The
design team completely supports this concept; it is more realistic
and feasible than some people may think.
The team has created a transportation plan showing how an
additional streetcar loop could be created around the City Market
area to connect all the perimeter anchor buildings. Initially, the
streetcar would serve to connect the downtown area to points south
along Jefferson Street.
FINDING:

Support the concept of the streetcar line and act quickly to
energize Jefferson Street.

Streets
Pedestrian Passages
Street Car Loop

Proposed street car circulation plan
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J E F F E R SON ST R E E T

J E F F E R SON ST R E E T needs h e l p
OBSERVATION:

Jefferson Street needs help!
Discussion:

Jefferson Street is Roanoke’s main street. In
Roanoke’s heyday, Jefferson Street was the busiest
retail spine in the downtown. Not that long ago, it
was a bustling shopping street filled with people
and activity. Sadly, Jefferson Street feels vacant
now. A variety of factors have contributed to its
decline including the power of suburban malls and
strip shopping centers to siphon off retail business.
Jefferson Street has become a hollow shell of its
former self; empty storefronts and bland office
facades dominate the streetscape.
The loss of Main Street retail businesses is
a national problem for which there is no simple
solution, but the commercial real estate industry
has rediscovered the value of traditional town
centers and their walkable shopping streets. In
preparation for Roanoke’s planned revitalization,
a strong local advocacy group should be created
to seek new tenants and storefront uses consistent
with the study’s proposals for creating a better
Main Street for Roanoke. The nucleus of such a
group exists, but it needs more organization if
it is to work effectively with DRI to implement
change. A Merchandizing Plan for the City Market
area has been created to support efforts to secure
new retail establishments. Also, the return of
the streetcar to Jefferson Street will be a major
attraction for the shoppers that retailers require.
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The proposed Merchandising Plan gives the
public and private sectors an opportunity to join
forces in marketing the entire City Market area as
a single destination. The plan highlights the area’s
potential for multiple anchors interspersed with a
variety of small and medium scale shops.
Jefferson Street is a major component of the
proposed shopping loop, but attracting the right
tenants is a key element. New retail tenants will
enliven the streetscape with inviting storefronts
that are designed to entice shoppers to browse.
Attractive, inviting storefronts are vital to a
delightful shopping experience. Proper design of
enticing retail storefronts is infectious; one good
design will lead to another.
The Jefferson Street rendering promotes the
return of the streetcar as a common thread of
Roanoke’s urban activity. The rendering also
illustrates some proposed changes to the handsome
storefront façades that still exist today; however,
they are often hidden behind metal panels,
solid walls and makeshift spandrel glass. The
architecture of the buildings along Jefferson Street,
although changed or hidden from view, still has
many of the original details that make Roanoke’s
building stock special and unique. The perspective
also shows simple techniques that could be used
to replace the out-of-date ground floor shop fronts
with newly designed shop fronts to produce a
streetscape better suited for urban retailing.

Jefferson Street in the early 20th century

Jefferson Street today

Designing excellent storefronts seems to be a
lost art within the architectural profession with the
exception of a few savvy designers who specialize
in retail. There exists, however, a recognized
kit-of- parts necessary for designing good retail
storefronts. First introduced during Design ‘79,
these parts or elements are essential to the look
and functionality of the façade. This kit of parts
includes awnings; crank-out awnings are ideal.
Awnings should be open on the sides and extend
over the sidewalk. They create a shadow box for
shoppers to view merchandise through transparent
glazing rather than bronze or tinted glass. A welldesigned storefront lets light into the shop and still
provides cover for the street in front of the shop.
Signage bands should be incorporated into the
first floor cornice. Pedestrian-level signage should
be hung perpendicular to the sidewalk and below
the awnings. Blade signs are easily visible to
shoppers in slow moving cars.

New storefronts need high quality detailing,
much like the level of detailing found in the
construction of fine cabinetry. This provides a far
more elegant appearance than the usual hollowmetal, smoked-glass suburban shopping center
systems so prevalent today. The rendering shows
how a collection of these correctly designed
façades along Jefferson Street would contribute to
the ambience of a gracious shopping street.
FINDINGS:

• Use the Merchandizing Plan to attract the best
retail tenants for Jefferson Street.
• Produce a pattern book or kit-of-parts for the
design of shop fronts (storefronts) to be used
for restorations. It should provide examples of
first-rate retail facades that would compliment
the historic character of downtown Roanoke.
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J E F F E R SON ST R E E T

J E F F E R SON ST R E E T GR A DE C ROSSI NG
OBSERVATION:

Enhance Jefferson Street north of
Campbell Avenue including restoring
the grade-crossing across the tracks.
Discussion:

The design team was compelled
to look at the streetscape between the
Wachovia Bank tower and the group
of existing buildings on Jefferson
Street north of Salem Avenue.
Another anchor building and
additional structured parking has
been mentioned to further develop
this area. A number of years ago,
some columnar trees were planted
in that location; they have grown to
make this section of Jefferson Street
a quaint, tree-shaded plaza. The
design team studied three different
ways to reinforce this special space.
The team wanted to emphasize that
this corridor is more than just a cutthrough for cars or an access to the
parking garage beyond.
The team was also intrigued
with the idea of actually crossing
the Norfolk Southern railroad tracks
at Jefferson Street again. A number
of years ago it was the location
of a grade crossing. Most people

said, “That will never happen in
our lifetime.” There are probably
a number of valid reasons for their
doubts, but seeds of ideas like
this need to be planted in citizens’
minds as long-term goals. In fact,
construction of a grade crossing
at this location is an essential step
in providing connections within
the traffic grid pattern. Whether
because of new technology, different
transportation needs, or changing
ownership patterns, a grade crossing
becomes important to reconnect the
grid.
The design team stressed the
importance of making all possible
connections for recreating this
transportation link to the area north
of downtown Roanoke.
FINDINGS:

• Enhance the streetscape on
Jefferson Street north of Salem
Avenue.
• Support the idea of reconnecting
Jefferson Street with a grade
crossing to directly connect
the cultural district with the
downtown.
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Location of
Jefferson Street
Grade Crossing

Three options
for plantings
along
Jefferson
Street
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Public
Enthusiasm
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Publ ic E nt h usia sm

Publ ic E nt h usiasm
OBSERVATION:

Citizens of Roanoke share their
enthusiasm
Discussion:

The design team and members
of the public who attended the
charrettes made a lot of notes.
Many notes were displayed on
studio walls; other notes were taken
in meetings. Notes with new ideas
even arrived by email. Citizens
of the Roanoke Valley region
exhibited a high level of interest
in all the different proposals made
in the study. They were constantly
bringing new ideas to the design
team!
That level of interest needs to
be encouraged. Efforts to feed the
citizens’ enthusiasm will require

constant communication. Updates
about the implementation of the
design proposals need to be a
regular part of local newscasts.
It seems the time is right to
bring the Roanoke City Market back
to the high standard that it merits.
Not much new, at least in terms of
infrastructure, has been constructed
since Design ‘79; plans have come
and gone. The course of action
proposed in this study is achievable,
but it will require a genuine effort
from all those involved.
The design team found one
note on a flip chart to be especially
encouraging; it was simple and
straight to the point. All that note
said was “Make it happen!”

Citizens of the
Roanoke Valley
region are
enthusiatic about
the City Market
project.

FINDINGS:

• Let’s make it happen in 2006.
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A PPE N DI X

Bu d ge t
1. MARKET BUILDING
IMPROVEMENTS

2. CENTURY STATION
PARKING GARAGE
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appendix

Bu d ge t
1. MARKET SQUARE AND
FARMERS STALLS

This includes balconies for
Market Square and the first
block of Market Street. It does
not include a Center Market
Stall for the second block of
Market Street. See next page for
illustration.
2. STREETSCAPE
IMPROVEMENTS

3. STREET PAVERS
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A PPE N DI X

Bu d ge t
MARKET SQUARE
AND FARMERS STALL
ALTERNATE OPTION

This option reflects what was
used to calculate the budget. It
includes balconies for Market
Square and just the first block
of Market Street, and does not
include the center market stall
for the second block.

First Floor Plan

Second Floor Plan

Sketch provided by
SFCS, Inc.

Sketch provided by
SFCS, Inc.
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appendix

Bu d ge t
MARKET SQUARE

Outdoor Dining

AND FARMERS STALL
ALTERNATE OPTION

This option reflects what was
used to calculate the budget. It
includes balconies for Market
Square and just the first block
of Market Street, and does not
include the center market stall
for the second block.

Outdoor
Dining
14’-0”

36’-0”

10’-0”

Market Street Section
Sketch provided by SFCS, Inc.

14’-0”
Section Detail
Sketch provided by SFCS, Inc.
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A PPE N DI X

Bu d ge t
1. WILLIAMSON ROAD
DEVELOPMENT

2. STEPPED PLAZA
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appendix

St ree tscape E l emen ts
Speci f icat ions
SEATING FOR SIDEWALK CAFES
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A PPE N DI X

St ree tscape E l emen ts
Speci f icat ions
BENCHES FOR PUBLIC SQUARES AND PARKS
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appendix

St ree tscape E l emen ts
Speci f icat ions
BOLLARDS AND BIKE RACKS
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A PPE N DI X

St ree tscape E l emen ts
Speci f icat ions
COORDINATED LIGHT POLE ASSEMBLIES AND CAST IRON PLANTERS
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appendix

St ree tscape E l emen ts
Speci f icat ions
KIOSKS AND CANOPIES
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A PPE N DI X

St ree tscape E l emen ts
Speci f icat ions
WATER FOUNTAINS AND DIRECTIONAL SIGNAGE
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3 -d F orm St u dies
MASTER PLAN

Existing Conditions
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MARKET BUILDING - CENTURY STATION PARKING GARAGE - MARKET SQUARE

Market Building, Before

Century Station Parking Garage, Before

Market Square, Before

Market Building, After

Century Station Parking Garage, After

Market Square, After
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WILLIAMSON ROAD DEVELOPMENT - STEPPED PLAZA - JEFFERSON STREET

Williamson Road, Before

Stepped Plaza, Before

Jefferson Street, Before

Williamson Road, After

Stepped Plaza, After

Jefferson Street, After
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